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FOREWORD

The period 1991 - 1995 covered in this publication, represents extremely difficult period of civil war, a sad time when powerfuls without scruples struck with sanctions against so noble and peaceful science like astronomy. In spite of all, we succeeded not only to continue our scientific activity but even to enlarge it. So for example, during the period 1980 - 1990 covered in Publication of the Astronomical Observatory of Belgrade No. 43, 679 bibliographic items have been published, and among them 81 in international scientific journals. From this number, within the period 1986 - 1990, 330 bibliographic items has been published, with 42 among them in international scientific journals of highest rank. Within the period 1991 - 1995 covered by this book, 506 bibliographic items has been published. In 1991, 92, in 1992, 88, in 1993, 116, in 1994, 92 and in 1995, 118. Among 506 bibliographic items, 86 is in international astronomical journals, which is more than two times larger than in 1986 - 1990 period, without sanctions of international powerfuls against astronomy.

To provide a broader insight into the Astronomical Observatory’s interest subjects and activities, presented herein is also a list of lectures having been held in the period 1991 - 1995.

Considering the diversity of the scientific activity on the Astronomical Observatory, which is in steady growth, I hope that this publication will, on one hand, furnish useful information to those interested in the current research pursued, and, on the other, provide the necessary information to those wishing to better comprehend the development of astronomy on this soil.

Milan S. Dimitrijević
ПРЕДГОВОР


Да би се стекао шири увид у интересовање и активности на Астрономској опсер- ваторији, у овој Публикацији дат је и преглед предавања одржаних у периоду 1991 - 1995 године.

С обзиром на разноврсност научне активности на Астрономској опсерваторији, која је у сталном порасту, надам се да ће ова Публикација, с једне стране пружити корисне информације заинтересованима за истраживања која се врше, а са друге, обезбедити потребне податке онима који желе боље да сагледају развој астрономије на овом тлу.

Милан С. Димитријевић
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1. STELLAR CATALOGUES AND MAPS
1. ЗВЕЗДАНИ КАТАЛОЗИ И КАРАТЕ


Digital designations for further 49 catalogues and surveys of star positions are given. These 49 catalogues were not included in "Bibliography of the Catalogues of Star Positions" (Sevarlic et al. 1978). The designations contain 16 information groups with a total of 50 digits for observational catalogues and 10 groups with the total of 36 digits for other catalogues (derived, fundamental) and surveys.
2. DEVELOPMENT AND HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY
2. РАЗВОЈ И ИСТОРИЈА АСТРОНОМИЈЕ


The present situation with absolute methods is in the accumulated results of continuous deviations from the classical basic principles in the current century, and this has led to the obfuscation of the general clear concepts.


In this paper the scientific and professional activity of our distinguished astronomer George Teleki (20.4.1928, Senta – 23.2.1987, Belgrade) is presented and his complete bibliography is given.


In this paper the scientific and professional activity of our astronomer Vera Erceg (26.8.1941 – 6.5.1992) is presented and her bibliography is given.


In memoriam for professor Mitrofan Stepanovich Zverev, whose life was briefly reviewed.


The paper deals with the historical development of the Belgrade Astronomical Observatory in the period 1926-1941.


The content of two documents about the Belgrade University Observatory instruments and equipment was discussed.

In memoriam for professor Tatomir P. Andjelic, whose life was briefly reviewed.


The scientific heritage of serbian great scientist Nikola Tesla has been discussed.


This is a collection of short papers on different research fields in astronomy. The greater part of the contributions appearing in this volume have been presented at the Observatory in the frame of the course of lectures entitled "Current Researches in Astronomy".


A short history of the development of astronomy and physics in Serbia in the XVIIIth and the first half of XIXth century has been presented as well as the meteorology.


A short history of the development of astronomy in Serbia has been presented as well as the present situation and scientific results.


The activity of Atanasije Stojković professor of the University of Harkov in the period 1804-1813 was described.


Astronomical contents in the books of Atanasije Stojković: "Fisika" (1801-1803) and "Načalnija osnovanja fizičeskoj astronomiji" (1813) was compared.


The role of Fundamental Astrometry in astronomical researches in general is considered. One of its crucial tasks is the setting up of suitable coordinate system affording high accuracy of position determination of celestial bodies of the order of $10^{-8}$ to $10^{-10}$ radians.


The paper is devoted to defining of a referent coordinate system in time as well as to its parameters. Creating of an inertial coordinate system is one of the basic assignments in fundamental Astrometry, whose importance increases, day by day, thanks to related scientific disciplines progress in acquisitition of new knowledges about Universe.


The article deals with the artificial satellites Tycho and Hipparcos, their significance, tasks, features, motion, control, measurements and data reduction, as well as relation of the measured data to extragalactic objects.
3. INSTRUMENTS AND DATA REDUCTION METHODS
3. ИНСТРУМЕНТИ И МЕТОДИ ОБРАДЕ ПОДАТКА

Jovanović B., 1991, ON NUMERICAL SOLVING THE N-BODY PROBLEM, Računarstvo, Sveska 1, Broj 1, pp. 47-64. (in serbian)

An algorithm for numerical solving of systems of ordinary differential equations of the type $F(t, \dot{r}_i, r_i) = 0$, $(i = 1 \ldots n)$ according to Cowell’s method is described. The method is applied to the particular problem of dynamical astronomy (motions of the planets around the Sun), and program implementation of the algorithm is given as well.


The subject of the present paper is the systematic differences $\Delta \delta_{\alpha}$, $\Delta \delta_{\delta}$ and $\Delta \delta_{m}$ of the Belgrade Absolute Declination Catalogue (BCAD) with respect to the fundamental catalogues FK4, FK5 and GC.

The systematic differences obtained appear as a consequence of some systematic error influences due to the circle corrections, flexure, refraction and an sufficient star brightness fading which are not fully taken into account.


It has been found that the accuracy of the inclination determination of the Belgrade Zenith Telescope was substantially enhanced after thermal insulation has been provided for its Talcott levels. Juxtaposed are results of the inclination determination in 1967 and 1970, the former preceding and the latter following the setting up of the thermal insulation.


On the basis of the collected data on the water elimination from the atomic clock room (the third cellar) of the administrative building of the Belgrade Astronomical Observatory with the instrument (Hygromatik), the examination of the changes of the
eliminated water, temperature and humidity is performed during 1990.1-1993.0. The interdependence of the amount of the eliminated water, temperature and humidity is derived. These examinations show that the instrument made possible the regulation of humidity keeping the constant level of temperature.


A project for installing of electrooptical CCD sensors on the Large Transit Instrument (LTI) of Belgrade Observatory is given. The works are planned to be carried out in 3 phases. The basic task of the first phase is the realization of the hardware and software with the cheapest selection of the CCD sensor and standard personal computer, for the purpose of functional verification of the entire system. The second phase foresees the selection of the optimal sensor, the analysis of system errors and factors affecting its work and the possibility of multiple observations of star transits. Finally, the third phase foresees the full automatization of the registration of star transits and the automatic treatment of obtained results. In this paper a detailed review of the planned project of the first phase is given.


Very high interference disturbance has been noticed in a SBIG ST-6 CCD camera when applied in solar spectrophotometry. The interference fringes have been removed by tilting the plane of the CCD receiver with respect to the optical axis of the spectrograph Littrow lens.


Quite high interference disturbance has been noticed in a SBIG ST-6 CCD camera when applied in solar spectrophotometry. The interference fringes have been removed by tilting the plane of the CCD receiver with respect to the optical axis of the spectrograph Littrow lens.


A new computer-based system for polarimetric measurements has been developed at the Belgrade Observatory to replace the old analog-digital one. The system consists of standard PC computer, expanded with a 12-bit AD/DA card, which is directly applied to the output signals from the photomultiplier and the position angle marker of the polarization analyser. A special software package has been developed to support
all the steps in the observing process. Finally, the new system has been tested and compared with the old one, using a group of standard polarized stars.


The possibilities of CCD sensors and the accompanying hardware for comparison of the local time t(UTC) with the position of star-image in the pixel matrix of the sensors are analysed. It is shown which data are necessary for this comparison as well as the organization of the necessary hardware.


A project for the installation of CCD electrooptical sensors on the Large Transit Instrument (LTI) of Belgrade Observatory is given. The basic task is the realization of the hardware and software with the selection of the optimal CCD sensor and standard personal computer for the purpose of functional verification of the entire system.


The possibilities of CCD sensors and the following hardware for comparison of the local time t(UTC) with the position of star-image in the pixel matrix of the sensor are analysed. It is shown which data are necessary for this comparison as well as the organization of the necessary hardware. Functioning in the real time during star observations at the Large Transit Instrument (LTI) supposes the establishment of the correspondence between each illuminated pixel of CCD sensor and time t(UTC) obtained from the local T/P standard. The moment of illumination of each individual pixel, the interval of integration time of the illuminated pixel, intensity of the illumination, velocity and direction of star-image motion across matrix of pixels and jitter of the star-image are the basic parameters (excluding LTI instrumental errors) for time determination of meridian passages.
4. ASTROMETRY
4. АСТРОМЕТРИЈА

4.1. Large Meridian Circle
4.1. Велики меридијански круг


The work performed with the Belgrade Large Meridian Circle and the results obtained during the last twenty years are presented.

4.1.1. Determination of star positions and proper motions
4.1.1. Опредељивање положаја и сопствених кретања звезда


The author presents the results of her analysis of the proper motions of A-components of the double stars from the General Belgrade Double-Star Catalogue. A few statistical criteria are applied to the proper motions of the stars mentioned above aimed at identifying orbital motions of the A-components around the mass centres. Two statistical relations known from stellar astronomy are applied in order to determine the parallaxes. The mass-centre proper motions for the catalogue double stars are calculated, as well.


The results of the accuracy estimate for the measuring of stars situated in the vicinity of radio sources are presented. The root-mean-square error in the right ascension is $\varepsilon_\alpha \cos \delta = \pm 0.024$, i.e. $\varepsilon_\gamma = \pm 0.30$ in declination. The KE-KW difference obtained from the whole observational material is equal to $+0.007$ in the right ascension, i.e. to $-0.02$ in the declination.

In the framework of CONFOR program the formation of star lists of two intermediate reference star systems is being carried out. The first list, RRS2, contains meridian stars in the fields centered at extragalactic radio/optical sources. The second one is formed on the base of 12-14 magnitude stars. The observations are in progress now. The main purpose of this program is to form a base for investigation of mutual orientation of fundamental reference system and new ones.


The author presents the analysis of the proper motions of A-components of the double stars from the Preliminary Compiled Catalogue of DS-Programme Star Positions. A few statistical criteria are applied to the proper motions of the stars mentioned above aimed at identifying orbital motions of the A-components around the mass centres. Two statistical relations known from stellar astronomy are applied in order to determine the parallaxes. The mass-centre proper motions for the catalogue double stars are calculated, as well.


This work deals with the systematic differences $\Delta\alpha$ and $\Delta\delta$ of observational catalogues of the DS programme stars made between 1980–1987. These differences are examined through the comparison with the preliminary derived mean system. By applying the Whittaker–Robinson–Vondrak method of smoothing observational data, the elimination of the discovered systematic influences of type $\Delta\delta_\delta$ in three catalogues is performed.


This catalogue contains compiled right ascensions, for 930, and declinations, for 1225, double stars of the programme named DS. The positions are compiled from the observed values obtained with the meridian circles of six observatories between 1980 and 1987. The average root-mean-square (rms) error of a compiled right ascension is $\varepsilon_\alpha \cos \delta = \pm 0.019$, i.e. $\varepsilon_\delta = \pm 0.307$ in declination. The mean epoch of the catalogue is 1982.91 in right ascension, i.e. 1983.19 in declination.

The Belgrade star catalogue obtained using the Belgrade Large Meridian Circle (2r=190 mm, f=2578 mm) observations has been terminated recently according to the PZT Ondrejev programme. In this article the obtained results have been compared with the PZT Ondrejev star catalogue (2r=250 mm, f=3780 mm) as well as with the AGK3. Systematic errors arrived at in these comparisons indicate the star positions (α, δ) in the Belgrade and Ondrejev catalogues determined with high accuracy whereas proper motions given in the AGK3 are burdened with systematic errors, which increase with time.


On the basis of the data obtained with the Large Meridian Circle during the period 1985–1990 a catalogue of positions for 223 Ondrejev PZT stars, as well as the individual corrections to the fundamental-star positions, are presented.


The comparison of the Belgrade Catalogue of Double Stars (BCDS) with the Preliminary Compilation of DS-Programme Star Positions (PCDS) was analysed in right ascension, declination, magnitude and spectral type. Existence of systematic Δα and Δδ deviations for all star types is evidenced. The effects can probably be explained by the difference in the atmospheric refraction for different spectral types. This depends on the quality of the determined right ascensions and declinations derived from observations of stars at particular observatories.


The results of the comparison of the Belgrade catalogue of Double Stars to a few others as well as the systematic errors of the types Δα, Δδ, are presented.


The comparison of the Preliminary Compilation of DS-Programme Star Positions (PCDS) with the catalogues of double stars (Belgrade, Kiev, Kharkov, Odessa, Moscow 1, Moscow 2, Kazan) was made in right ascension, declination, magnitude and spectral type. Existence of systematic Δα and Δδ type errors for all star type and in all catalogues is indicated.

The comparison of the Belgrade Catalogue of Double Stars (BCDS) with the Preliminary General Catalogue of Double Stars (PGCDS) was analysed in right ascension, declination, magnitude and spectral type. Existence of $\Delta \alpha$ and $\Delta \delta$ systematic errors for all spectral types is indicated. The effect can probably be explained by the difference in the atmospheric refraction for different spectral types. This depends on the quality of the determined right ascensions and declinations derived from observations of stars at some observatories.


The observations of 223 stars of the PZT-Ondrejov-programme and of 173 fundamental stars were made in the period from 1985-1990 with the Large Meridian Circle of the Belgrade Observatory. The measurements were visual and the relative method was used. The positions of the programme stars in the catalogue are given in the FK5 system; for the equator and equinox of J2000.0 and the epoch corresponding to our observations. The catalogue also contains the individual corrections for the observed FK5 stars. The programme stars were observed on the average 3.95 times in both right ascension and declination; in the case of the fundamental ones the corresponding number of observations was 3.84. The rms-error of a single observation is $\varepsilon_\alpha \cos \delta = \pm 0' \! 020$ in right ascension, $\varepsilon_\delta = \pm 0' \! 30$ in declination, for the programme stars, i.e. $\varepsilon_\alpha \cos \delta = \pm 0' \! 017$ in right ascension and $\varepsilon_\delta = \pm 0' \! 25$ in declination for the fundamental ones. The mean observational epoch for the programme stars in the catalogue is 1987.34 in both right ascension and declination; for the fundamental stars 1987.37 also in both right ascension and declination.


The comparison of declinations from the Preliminary Compilation of DS-Programme Star Positions (PCDS) with those contained in the catalogues observed with meridian circles of several northern observatories (Belgrade, Kiev, Moscow 1, Moscow 2, Kazan) shows differences depending on the spectral type of stars involved. The effect can probably be explained by the differences in the atmospheric refraction for different spectral types.

The systematic differences in declination may be presented by $0' \! 017 (\pm 0' \! 002, m.e.) \tan \varphi$ per spectral class; stars of types earlier than G are displaced towards the zenith of the observer, stars of later type are shifted away. The constant of refraction change depending on the star colour indicated.

The comparison of the Belgrade Catalogue of Double Stars (BCDS) with the Preliminary Compilation of DS-programme star positions (PCDS) and the catalogues of double stars Kiev, Kharkov, Odessa, Moscow 1, Moscow 2 and Kazan, was performed in right ascension, declination, magnitude and spectral type. Existence of $\Delta \alpha$ and $\Delta \delta$ type systematic errors for all star types and in all catalogues is indicated. This depends on the quality of the determined right ascensions and declinations derived from observations of stars at some observatories.


With the Large Meridian Circle of the Belgrade Observatory we carried out in the period 1982–1987 visual measurements by using the relative method of the coordinates of 290 stars from 78 areas of the sky situated in the vicinity of radio sources. The results of the comparison of the Belgrade Catalogue with four others as well as the systematic errors of the types $\Delta \alpha$, $\Delta \delta$ are presented.


As a consequence of high precision of long-baseline radio interferometry and the possibility of observation of extragalactic radio sources, radio-astrometry has quickly developed in recent years. The need to link the existing and future optical observations with radio-interferometric work is evident. The Astronomical Observatory in Belgrade contributes to the international campaign with the objective to establish an unified reference system, by observations of stars whose positions can help to link optical and radio-interferometric work.


This is a review of new international programs of meridian observation of stars, performed at various observatories throughout the world. The results can be used for the establishment of an inertial reference system which will be used in astronomy and related sciences.


The new methods in astrometry have aided the development of fundamental research in astrometry. At many observatories in the world the compilations of star catalogues containing a large number of stars proposed by the IAU are in progress.
Astrometry

The accuracy of the determined star positions and proper motions is expected to increase due to the applications of VLBI, Hipparcos satellite, as well as of the automatic meridian circles.


The comparison of declinations from the Preliminary Compilation of DS-Programme Star Positions (PCDS) with those contained in the catalogues observed with meridian circles of several northern observatories shows differences depending on the spectral type of stars involved. Stars of types earlier than G are displaced towards the zenith of the observer, stars of later type are shifted away. The constant of refraction change depending on the star colour indicated.


With the Large Meridian Circle of the Belgrade Observatory we carried out in the period 1982–1987 visual measurements by using the relative method of the coordinates of 290 stars from 78 areas of the sky situated in the vicinity of radio sources. The results of the comparison of the Belgrade Catalogue with four others as well as the systematic errors of the types \( \Delta \alpha, \Delta \delta \) are presented.

4. 1. 2. Observations of the Sun and planets

4. 1. 2. Посматрање Сунца и планета


Observations of the Sun and planets (Mercury, Venus, Mars) are described. We present the error estimate including both the systematic error and the random one. The correction of the equator, equinox, inclination, longitude and radii of the planets are presented, too.


The authors present their results obtained in a 15-year cycle of observations of the Sun, Mercury, Venus and Mars aimed at determining a fundamental coordinate system of high accuracy.
The following elements are determined: $\Delta \delta_o$ – the declination correction, $\Delta A$, $\Delta \lambda$, $\Delta \epsilon$, $\Delta M_o$, $\Delta e$ – the orientation elements describing the planetary orbits, $\Delta M'_o$, $\Delta e'$ – concerning the Earth's orbit, $\Delta a$ – semiaxis-major correction of planetary orbits, $\Delta p$, $\Delta q$, $\Delta r$ – the corrections related to those of the orbit-node longitude $\Delta \Omega$, of the orbit’s inclination to the ecliptic $\Delta i$ and of the angular distance of the perigee from the node $\Delta \omega$.


A description is given of the equipment and the procedure of the observations, along with the mean (O-C) values of the right ascensions and declinations, according to the years, and computed corrections of the orbital elements. It is inferred that the quality of the observations is satisfactory.


In this paper we present the results $(O - C)_\alpha$ and $(O - C)_\delta$ obtained during the period 1989-1990 in Belgrade from diurnal observations of the Sun, Mercury, Venus and Mars with the Large Meridian Circle "ASKANIA" $d=190$ mm, $f=2578$ mm.


In this paper we present the results $(O - C)_\alpha$, $(O - C)_\delta$ and related data obtained during 1991 at Belgrade Observatory from diurnal observations of the Sun, Mercury, Venus and Mars with the Large Meridian Circle.


Observations of the Sun and the planets Mercury, Venus and Mars are described. We present the error estimates, including both the systematic error and the random one. The corrections of the equator, equinox, inclination, longitude and radii of the planets are presented, too.


Observations of the Sun and planets (Mercury, Venus, Mars) are described. The error estimate including both the systematic error and the random one is presented, as well.

In this paper we present the results $(O - C)_a$, $(O - C)_s$ and related data obtained during 1991 at Belgrade Observatory from diurnal observations of the Sun, Mercury, Venus and Mars with the Large Meridian Circle. (Addendum to the article published in Bull. Astron. Belgrade 146, (1992).)


In this paper the elements of orientation of the fundamental system and the procedure for their calculation are presented. On the basis of the observation of the Sun, Mercury and Venus computed are the corrections $\Delta A$ and $\Delta \delta_0$.


In this paper we present the results $(O - C)_a$, $(O - C)_s$ and related data obtained during the period 1992-1993 in Belgrade from diurnal observations of the Sun, Mercury, Venus and Mars with the Large Meridian Circle.


The results of the observations of the Sun, Mercury, Venus and Mars made with the Large Meridian Circle of the Belgrade Observatory in 1994 are presented.


Some particulars concerning the observations of the Sun and the planets Mercury, Venus and Mars, made at the Belgrade Observatory, as well as the accuracy estimates of the observations and the corrections to the equator and the equinox positions are presented.
4.2. Large Vertical Circle: Determination of absolute declinations of stars and planets

4.2. Велики вертикални круг: Одређивање апсолутних деклинација звезда и планета


The variations of the declinations of 36 Belgrade zenith stars from BZS170 Catalogue published in Astronomy & Astrophysics, 177, 313-316 (1987) are examined by spectral analysis. The prospect is to evaluate multiples of Chandler period of which the most prominent for all stars is the double one.


Catalogue of declinations of 307 bright stars in the zone +65° - +90° (BCAD) for the equinoxes B1950.0 and J2000.0 and epoch of observation is presented. The declinations were observed with the Vertical Circle of the Belgrade Observatory by absolute method from 1976 to 1980. All stars were observed at both culminations.

The mean error of a single zenith distance observation is \( \varepsilon < (0.42)^2 + (0.23 \tan z)^2 \) and the mean error of the catalogue declinations is \( \varepsilon_\delta = \pm 0.13 \).

The mean epoch of observation is 1978.62.

The mean systematic differences with respect to the fundamental catalogues FK4 and FK5 are: \( BCAD - FK4 = -0.01 \) and \( BCAD - FK5 = +0.05 \).

The systematic differences \( \Delta \delta_0 \) and \( \Delta \delta_\delta \) with respect to these catalogues are also given. The system of Catalogue BCAD is close to the FK5 system.


In this paper the characteristics the Belgrade Absolute Declinations Catalogue of 307 bright stars in the zone +65° - +90° (BCAD) are presented.


The systematic errors of the latitude, corrections of the refraction and flexure values which have been applied in the treatment of BCAD, are given in this paper. They have been obtained by comparison of BCAD and FK5. It was found out that the mean systematic errors are +0.14, -0.02, and +0.14 respectively for the mentioned parameters and that there exists significant seasonal variations of the refraction corrections in winter and flexure in autumn and winter.
Mijatov M., Tajkovska V., Bozhichkovich D., Sekulović V., 1992, \textit{SYSTEMATIC ERRORS OF $\Delta \delta_\alpha$, $\Delta \delta_\delta$, $\Delta \delta_m$ TYPE OF THE BELGRADE ABSOLUTE DECLINATION CATALOGUE} Bull. Astron. Belgrade, 146, 47-51.

In this paper are presented the systematic differences $\Delta \delta_\alpha$, $\Delta \delta_\delta$ and $\Delta \delta_m$ of the Belgrade Absolute Declination Catalogue (BCAD) with respect to the fundamental catalogues FK4, FK5 and GC. It is found that prominent changes in $\Delta \delta_\delta$ occur within the zones of $2^\circ$ in declination, that $\Delta \delta_\alpha$ possesses changes of a seasonal character particularly emphasized during autumn and winter and that the magnitude dependence $\Delta \delta_m$ is not negligible. The present systematic differences appear as a consequence of the systematic-error influences not estimated here. These systematic errors are due to the inadequately determined circle corrections, flexure, refraction and to an insufficient fading of stellar brightness.


In this paper we show that the values $O-C$ for outer planets determined with the Belgrade Vertical Circle have to be corrected for remaining effects of flexure and refraction. The method for determination of corrections is given.


In this paper we show that the method used in the ($O-C$) calculation for the outer planets cannot entirely eliminate the systematic influences: time factor, temperature, flexure and refraction. The corrected ($O-C$) values for these influences as well as for the ($E-W$) effect are given.


For the ($O-C$) calculations of the planets unaccounted effects are negligible only when the coordinates of the planets are very close to the mean coordinates of the observed stars. Since this condition is very difficult to fulfil in practice the ($O-C)^*$ are determined with systematic errors whose values depend on to what degree this condition is satisfied. We present the method which entirely eliminates unaccounted systematic influences on the ($O-C)^*$ values: time factor, temperature, flexure and refraction. This method was applied to the observations of the outer planets with the Belgrade Vertical Circle in the period 1984 - 1985. The corrections of the ($O-C$) obtained with this method are not negligible and must be taken into account.
4.3. Large Transit Instrument: Determination of absolute right ascensions

4.3. Велики пасажни инструмент: Одређивање апсолутних ректасцензија звезда


A special series of observations of the groups of stars performed in Pulkovo, Chile, Kharkov and Belgrade were used to compare the mean errors of the right ascension by means of the method eliminating the influence of the errors of the source catalogue. The results show the advantage of the small transit instruments over transit circles of the classical type.
5. EARTH ROTATION
5. ЗЕМЉИНА РОТАЦИЈА

5.1. Small Transit Instrument: Time determination
5.1. Мали пасажни инструмент: Астрономско одређивање времена


Homogeneous results of universal time determinations derived from the observations by Transit Instrument of Belgrade Astronomical Observatory (BLI) for the interval 1964–1986 are presented. They were prepared in accordance with IERS standards [7] and listed in Table 1.

In addition, using the smoothed values of monthly averaged UT_{1BLI} – UT_{1BIH} from Table 2, an analysis on variation of local system UT_{1BLI} is carried out (Fig. 1, 2, 3), and also, systematic deviations after adopted BIH model are shown in Table 3. Undoubtedly, there exists a significant 11–14 year periodic change of UT_{1BLI} system.

5.2. Zenith Telescope: Latitude determination
5.2. Зенит телескоп: Одређивање географске ширине


Our research will give a valuable contribution to the examination of the relationship between the seismic phenomena and the latitude variations being undoubtedly very important for the city of Belgrade and its surroundings. Such a study is the first of this kind in our country.


The subject is the importance of multidisciplinary studies of Central Serbia in whose northern part Belgrade is situated. This is an area menaced by earthquakes.

The investigations include the following of manifestations of some phenomena already noticed which show a relationship with the dynamics of the consolidated part of the Earth’s outer mantle on this part of the terrestrial surface. These are the astronomical followings and studies of variations in the geographic latitudes on the part of the meridian Warsaw-Belgrade and the seismical and seismotectonic followings and studies of the region between Belgrade and the river of Zападна Морава, i.e. the seismogeological, geomagnetic, gravimetric and geodetic studies of an extended Belgrade area.

Our research will give a valuable contribution to the examinations of the relationship between the seismic phenomena and the latitude variations being undoubtedly very important for the city of Belgrade and its surroundings. Such a study is the first of this kind in our country.


The authors present the basic data concerning the study of the mean geographic latitude and seismical activity of Belgrade for the period 1964–1985, as well as the corresponding results.


On présente les valeurs de latitude ainsi que quelques données météorologiques prises au cours d'observations.


On présente les valeurs de latitude ainsi que quelques données météorologiques prises au cours d'observations.


On présente les valeurs de latitude ainsi que quelques données météorologiques prises au cours d'observations.


We made new reduction of the Belgrade zenith-telescope observations in the FK5 reference frame. The new reduction use the observations made in the period 1949.0-1986.0. They are now in a computer-readable form. We used Positions and Proper
Motions (PPM) Star Catalogue. Some results of re-reduction of the New Belgrade Latitude Programme, the observations made in the period 1960.0-1986.0, are presented.


We prepared the results of the observations with Belgrade ZT made in the period 1960–1985 in a computer-readable form in order to make their new reduction in the FK5 reference frame. Positions and proper motions of our stars were taken from PPM Star Catalogue. The results of determination of the systematic errors of declinations and proper motions of subgroups and Talcott’s pairs in that period are presented.


On présente les valeurs de latitude ainsi que quelques données météorologiques prises au cours d’observations.


Our investigation presented here is in accordance with the task of Commission 19 of the International Astronomical Union, "Rotation of the Earth". The Working Group on Earth Rotation in the HIPPARCOS reference frame - WG ERHRF was formed at the XXI IAU General Assembly, Buenos Aires 1991, to collect the data and create a central data bank of past optical astrometric observations. We prepared the results of the observations with Belgrade ZT made in the period 1949-1960 in a computer-readable form in order to make their new reduction in the FK5 reference frame. The results of determination of systematic errors of declinations and proper motions of groups and Talcott’s pairs in that period are presented.


We prepared the results of the observations made with Belgrade ZT in the period 1949-1985 in a computer-readable form in order to make the reduction in the FK5 reference frame. After the XXI IAU General Assembly, Buenos Aires 1991, our investigation was in accordance with the task of Commission 19 of the IAU Rotation of the Earth. The Working Group on Earth Rotation in the HIPPARCOS reference frame - WG ERHRF was formed to collect data of past optical astrometric observations. Some results of our re-reduction are presented here.

At the beginning of 1990 we started the preparation of the Belgrade ZT observations, performed in the period 1949-1985, in a computer-readable form. After one year, at the XXI IAU General Assembly held in Buenos Aires in 1991, the Commission 19 of the International Astronomical Union, "Rotation of the Earth", formed the Working Group on Earth Rotation in the HIPPARCOS Reference Frame-WG ERHRF to collect the past optical observations and to recalculate them in this reference system. The WG ERHRF set up a list of the best observations performed in the past. The Belgrade Observatory is on that list with the observations in the period 1949-1990 obtained with ZT. Our investigations are in accordance with it. We prepared the new reduction in the FK5 reference frame and used the PPM Star Catalogue because the HIPPARCOS catalogue had not been finished yet. All the changes in our re-reduction are in accordance with the MERIT standards. The new IAU(1976) coordinate system (as defined by FK5) and astronomical constants, the IAU(1980) nutation model, and the new dynamical reference system (JPL DE200/LE200 ephemeris) are used. The FORTRAN program for refraction used for computation of "Refraction Tables of Pulkovo Observatory" was applied (V ed., 1985). The instrument constants are corrected and numerous systematic errors are taken into account. After this re-reduction, the mean error of the instantaneous latitude from one Talcott pair becomes less than before. Some basic results of our re-reduction are presented here.


New reduction was carried out (in the FK5 reference frame) of the Belgrade ZT observations made in the period 1949-1960. The PPM Star Catalogue was used for the positions and proper motions of our stars. The systematic errors of declinations and proper motions of stars and Talcott's pairs in that period are presented.


On présente les valeurs de latitude ainsi que quelques données météorologiques prises au cours d'observations.


At the beginning of 1990 we started collecting our past observations made with Belgrade ZT and making a new reduction in the FK5 reference frame. After the XXI
IAU General Assembly, Buenos Aires 1991, our investigation was made in accordance with the task of Commission 19 of the International Astronomical Union, "Rotation of the Earth", which formed the Working Group on Earth Rotation in the HIPPARCOS reference frame - WG ERHRF to collect the data and create a central data bank of past optical astrometric observations. We cooperate and some results are presented here.


The topic concerns the importance of the studies of the variations in the Belgrade mean latitude and their connection with the seismical activity of the soil on which the instrument is mounted.
6. EARTH’S ATMOSPHERE
6. ЗЕМЉИНА АТМОСФЕРА

6.1. The quality of the atmosphere
6.1. Квалитет атмосфере


By measuring some properties of the scattered solar radiation one can obtain a measure of the atmosphere’s turbidity. One possible approach is to measure the linear optical polarisation of the clear’s sky radiation. On the basis of these facts, a portable instrument with light - dependent resistors as radiation sensors for day - sky polarization measurements was designed and constructed.


On the basis of the known theoretical and empirical facts about optical polarisation of clear sky a method for measurement of relative atmospheric turbidity has been developed. A portable instrument with light - dependent resistors as radiation sensors for day - sky polarization measurements was designed and constructed. Applicability and efficiency of the proposed method has been estimated and proposed for long series and large - scale monitoring of atmospheric turbidity.
7. PLANETARY SYSTEM
7. ПLANЕТНИ СИСТЕМ

7.1. Origin and dynamics of the Earth – Moon system
7.1. Порекло и динамика система Земља — Месец


7.2. Astrometric aspects of eclipses, transits and occultations
7.2. Астрометријски аспекти померања, пролаза и окултација


The results of the photoelectric recording of the eclipse of Jovian satellite Europa on April 3, 1991 are presented. This event gave us the opportunity to obtain not only the light curve of the phenomenon, but also the Europa’s radius.


This article presents the results of the photometric, photographic and visual recordings of the occultation of 28 Sgr by Titan, made by the authors at Belgrade Astronomical Observatory on July 3rd, 1989.

A VHS-C camcorder was used to record an occultation of Antares by the Moon. In repeated visual reobservations of the phenomenon with a tenfold "extension" of the time-scale a good internal timing accuracy has been achieved.


7.3. Asteroids
7.3. Астероиди


7.4. Comets
7.4. Comete


In this paper we present the results of CCD observations of the perturbations in Jupiter's atmosphere caused by the impact of fragments of the SL-9 on this planet. The appearance and evolution of "dark spots" in Jupiter's atmosphere were recorded in V and R spectral region.


At the Belgrade Astronomical Observatory "dark spots" created after the impact G fragment of SL-9 comet with Jupiter were observed. The observations were done by CCD imaging camera during and after the impact time in the visual and the red spectral regions. Here we present some details about the development of the G impact perturbation.


The preliminary results of observations of the impact SL9 with Jupiter are presented.

8. SUN
8. СУНЦЕ


Taking into account hydrogen- and electron-impact broadening as major pressure broadening mechanisms, we synthesised profiles of 96 moderate and weak Fe I lines in solar photosphere and sunspot umbra, and found umbra/photosphere ratios of line formation effective optical depths and of pressure shifts.


In order to test the validity of the usual neglect of pressure line shifts in investigations of Fe I line asymmetries and shifts, we calculated synthetic line bisectors and shifts of 96 moderate and weak photospheric lines, taking into account both hydrogen- and electron-impact shifts and neglecting the velocity fields. Absolute pressure line shifts obtained are less than or appr. equal to 50 m/s and the largest relative shifts along the bisectors are about 40 m/s. We found pronounced dependences of both shifts and bisectors on the energy of the upper level in transitions and on the transition array.


The rotation rate of sunspots from 1977 to 1983 has been measured. It has been found that the solar rotation averaged over seven year record is similar to the grand average differential rotation over the period 1921-1982 and that the rotation rate change from year to year. The presence of a time-dependent pattern of azimuthal
rolls inferred from the meridional circulation pattern of sunspots offers a qualitative explanation of the observed rotation rates.


An interactive software package especially developed for solar spectrophotometry at the Belgrade Astronomical Observatory is described. The procedure includes the flat field reduction, correction of the X-scale, normalization to the continuum level and evaluation of equivalent widths.


Changes of equivalent widths for then selected spectral lines were evaluated. Observations from August 1987 till May 1990 have been processed and the obtained results are presented.


A white-light flare phenomenon was observed on 26 September 1963 at the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory. Using an echelle spectrograph the flare spectra from 3500 Å to 6700 Å were obtained with dispersion of 0.56 to 0.30 Å/mm. The flare lasted from 6:38 UT to 9:24 UT, with the maximum at 7:21 UT and located N15, W75. Twenty spectra were recorded during the flare. Our analysis concerns only 7 time sequences which were chosen according to the quality of the spectra. The line profiles and the halfwidths of the Balmer series from $H_\alpha$ to $H_{14}$ were measured in order to obtain electron density by using Stark broadening, and the continuum intensity as a function of wavelength is studied in order to deduce the emission mechanism.


The changes of measured equivalent widths of ten selected solar spectral lines from the minimum to the maximum of solar cycle 21 were analysed. Our results confirm that equivalent widths of some spectral lines change, while others do not show significant changes with solar activity.


A review of solar limb-effect investigation has been given.
modulation of the internal structure of the Sun can be manifested in photosphere, among others, as change in photospheric line profiles. In order to test and develop a reliable solar model among other data we need as well the data on profiles and behaviour of subphotospheric and photospheric spectral lines. In this contribution, the work on Belgrade Observatory concerning Solar spectral line observations and theoretical Stark broadening calculations for photospheric and subphotospheric spectral lines will be reviewed.


In this paper we examine, theoretically, the influence of electron density gradient changes on 27 spectral line profiles.


Spectral coefficients of spontaneous emission and absorption (for 300nm ≤ λ; 900nm range) due to ion-atom radiation processes H⁺ + H(1s) → H₂ (₁Σg) and H⁺ + H(1s) → H(1s) + H⁺ are presented. Calculations have been performed within semiclassical approach for standard solar photosphere and chromosphere model. Obtained results demonstrate the dominant role of considered processes for emission and absorption continuous spectra formation in the particular region of Solar photosphere and chromosphere.


A report on solar research in Yugoslavia has been given.


Average optical depths of the line depression formation in the center of the solar disk for 18 selected Fraunhofer lines have been calculated for six solar atmosphere models given by Vernazza et al., (1981). Some regularities in the behaviour of the average optical depths vs. central residual intensities of the line profiles and lower excitation potential have been examined.

Spectral line profiles for 31 solar spectral lines from the Belgrade observational program have been synthesized previously. We gave a short review on the sensitivity of those spectral lines examining the behaviour of some line profile parameters (equivalent width, central residual flux, full half-width), induced by independent variations of temperature, gas pressure and electron density gradient in the atmosphere model. The results displayed as gradients of line profile parameters have shown high sensitivity of spectral lines to the temperature and a negligible sensitivity to the pressure and electron density changes.

9. STARS
9. ЗВЕЗДЕ

9.1. Double and Multiple Star Systems
9.1. Двојни и вишеструки звездани системи


The paper is devoted to the actual problematics in the determination of orbital and physical parameters of active close binaries (CB) on the basis of the interpretation of photometric observations. One solves the problem in two stages: by obtaining a synthetic light curve in the case when the parameters of the corresponding CB model are given a priori (direct problem) and by determining the parameters of the given model for which the best fit between the synthetic light curve and the observations is achieved (inverse problem).

The theory and observations of CB offer a wide spectrum of possibilities to “model” light curves, but the complications arising in the model make the solving of the direct problem, and especially that of the inverse one, very difficult. However, in the analysis of the asymmetric, deformed, light curves of active CB improving the existing models and developing new ones becomes inevitable. Therefore, the present author develops in this paper relatively complicated, physically based, intraditional models enabling a successful interpretation of photometric observations of active CB with spots on their components, of classical CB, as well as of those containing an accretion disc and which are in an evolutorial phase characterised by an intensive matter exchange between the components. An original method for solving the inverse problem, i.e. for light-curve interpretation, is proposed and realised. The present author also develops algorithms enabling estimating the differential-rotation parameters for stars members of RS CVn-type CB.

On the basis of the algorithms proposed here the author undertakes the analysis of the observational material for several active CB.

The present paper is aimed at extending models of active-CB-light curve synthesis which take into account the observed light-curve characteristics (asymmetry, depressions, “bumps” etc). This enables the developing of an adequate method of their interpretation and the determination of the orbital and physical parameters of the system. As a starting point, one presents in the present paper the essential characteristics of asymmetric, deformed, active CB-light curves, as well as the characteristics of the system components. One also presents a brief discussion concerning some of the light-curve-interpretation models and methods existing actually. This time one indicates the weak points and limitations in the CB models and, also, in the inverse-problem methods. The system models and the light-curve-synthesis methods are enriched by new, original, contributions.

The paper considers the possibility of determining the parameters of CB based on a light-curve analysis. Models comprising the classical CB, systems with spots on their components (RS CVn type) and systems containing an accretion disc, are done. They make possible a light-curve synthesis for the model parameters given _a priori_. An efficient method for the purpose of solving the inverse problem is extended. This is realised by modifying the Marquardt algorithm which combines the best properties of the gradient method with those of the one of differential corrections.

The models for aimed at obtaining a synthetic light curve are based on the Roche geometry of the components and on a Planckian character of radiation. Spots (dark or hot) may be present on the components. This is reflected in the form of the synthetic light curve.

The two light curves, the observed and the synthetic one resulted from the model, enable the inverse problem to be solved, i.e. the real system parameters to be found. The reliability of the method parameters to be found. The reliability of the method is tested in such a way that as the observed light curve the synthetic one resulted from a model for the parameters given _a priori_ is used. The next step is to look for a solution starting from arbitrary initial parameters. The inverse-problem method has proved itself in all cases as efficient and reliable.

In the paper the fundamentals of the model and the inverse-problem method are presented. The results of analyses for a few active CB with spots on their components and systems of W Ser type with an accretion disc surrounding the primary are presented, as well.

The method and the CB models extended in the present paper do an efficient way to the determination of physical and orbital parameters of eclipse active CB.


The paper is devoted to the actual problematics in the determination of orbital and physical parameters of active close binaries (CB) on the basis of the interpretation of photometric observations. One solves the problem in two stages: by obtaining a synthetic light curve in the case when the parameters of the corresponding CB model are given _a priori_ (direct problem) and by determining the parameters of the given model for which the best fit between the synthetic light curve and the observations is achieved (inverse problem).


Distinguishes three phases in the history of triple-star system research. The necessity of obtaining some crucial observational data on these system is also pointed out.
An insight into the observational material concerning triple star system of the hierarchical type and some special properties of this group on the basis of observational data are presented, as well.


A survey of 783 triple star systems is presented. All stars listed belong to the IDS Catalogue and are nearer than 200 pc. In addition to the system identification the survey includes $S_{PA}$, $\pi_A$ and $m_A$ main component, as well as the designation (multiple) of the apparent component configuration in the system. The data concerning the real relationship among the components (dynamical state) are also included; existence of orbits among the components, or a tendency for any orbital motion, is also specified. In order to examine the relationship between this survey on one side and the Leningrad Triple-Star-System Programme and Gliese’s Nearby-Star Catalogue on the other side, suitable designations are brought in the survey. As a final step a short recapitulation of the survey data is done.


The author presents the mean values of micrometer measurements for 149 systems (176 pairs) of double and multiple stars performed with the refractor Zeiss 65/1055 cm of Belgrade Astronomical Observatory. A total of 325 measurements is averaged.


Djurašević, G., 1992, AN ANALYSIS OF CLOSE BINARIES (CB) BASED ON PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS I. A Model of Active CB with Spots on the Components, Astrophysics and Space Science, 196, 241-265.

This is the first in a series of papers devoted to the actual problematics in the determination of orbital and physical parameters of active CB on the basis of the interpretation of photometric observations. One solves the problem in two steps: by obtaining a synthetic light curve in the case when the parameters of the corresponding CB model are given a priori (direct problem) and by determining the parameters of the given model for which the best fit between the synthetic light curve and the observations is achieved (inverse problem) (see Djurašević, 1991).

In the first article of the series one presents the basic of the model developed for the synthesis of asymmetric, deformed, light curves of active CB with spots on their components. The modeling of the CB systems is based on the principles originated in the Wilson and Devinney (1971; hereafter referred to as WD) model for the synthesis of a light curve generalised to include also the case of a nonsynchronous rotation of
the components. The shapes of the components correspond to the equipotentials in
the Roche model so that the critical Roche limits can be filled up to an arbitrary
degree.

In a spherical-coordinate system the surface of the components are divided into a
large number of elementary cells whose intensity and angular radiation distribution
are determined by the star temperature, limb darkening, gravitational darkening, and
by the effect of reflection in the system.

The active regions are approximated with circular spots. The presence of spots
(dark or hot) enables to explain the asymmetry and depressions on the light curves
of active CB.

The model enables to be also interpreted the light curves of classic CB (without
spots).

Djurašević, G., 1992, *AN ANALYSIS OF CLOSE BINARIES (CB) BASED ON
PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS II. Active CB with Accretion Discs*, Astrophysics and Space Science, 196, 267-282.

For the purpose of analysing light curves of active CB with an accretion disc being
at the evolitional phase of an intensive matter exchange between the components
a model for light-curve synthesis has been realized where the attention is given to
systems like W Ser not sufficiently examined yet with regard that in them the ac-
cretion disc is formed around an ordinary star. In the paper one uses the elements
presented in the first paper of this series. The model can successfully describe the
essential characteristics of the observed light curves due to existence of an accretion
disc and a hot spot, as well as those originated in the temperature distribution along
the disc radius. The system components are considered in the framework of the non-
synchronous Roche model and the accretion disc of a constant thickness lies in the
orbital plane around the star capturing the matter of the neighbouring component.

The primary surrounded by the disc is situated relatively well within the Roche
oval and its rotation can be significantly nonsynchronous. Near the Lagrange equilib-
rrium point \( L_1 \) flows from the secondary (which files the Roche limit) the gas stream
' nourishing' the disc. In the zone where the stream touches the lateral side of the disc
a hot spot is formed.

The proposed model enables estimating of the basic orbital and physical parameters
of active type W Ser CB (Djurašević, 1991) on the basis of photometric measurements
by applying the inverse-problem method.

Djurašević G., 1992, *AN ANALYSIS OF CLOSE BINARIES (CB) BASED ON PHO-
TOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS III. The Inverse-Problem Method - an Interpre-
tation of CB Light Curves*, Astrophysics and Space Science, 197, 17-34.

In order to enable a successful application of the realised CB models (presented
in the two former articles of the series) in the analysis of the observed light curves,
an efficient method unifying the best properties of the gradient method and of the
differential-corrections one into a single algorithm (Djurašević, 1991) is proposed.
This method is realised by modifying the Marquardt (1963) algorithm. The inverse
problem is solved in an iterative cycle of corrections to the model elements based on a nonlinear least-square method.

The interpretation of photometric observations is based on the choice of optimal model parameters yielding the best agreement between an observed light curve and the corresponding synthetic one. Some of these parameters can be determined a priori in an independent way, while the others are found by solving the inverse problem.

The programmes for analysing light curves find the optimal system parameters rapidly, reliably and correctly. The corresponding programme support enables an evident graphic presentation of the results.


Djurašević, G., 1993, AN ANALYSIS OF CLOSE BINARIES (CB) BASED ON PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS IV. An Interpretation of CB Light Curve AG Vir by using the Inverse-Problem Method, Astrophysics and Space Science, 206, 119-127.

The paper is devoted to the actual problematic in the determination of orbital and physical parameters of active CB on the basis of the interpretation of photometric observations. One solves the problem in two stages: by obtaining a synthetic light curve in the case when the parameters of the corresponding CB model are given a priori (direct problem) and by determining the parameters of the given model for which the best fit between the synthetic light curve and the observations is achieved.
(inverse problem). In this paper, the above procedure is applied to a particular case of CB AG Vir.

Djurašević, G., 1993, *AN ANALYSIS OF CLOSE BINARIES (CB) BASED ON PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS V. An Interpretation of CB Light Curve RX Cas by using the Inverse-Problem Method*, Astrophysics and Space Science, 206, 129-144.

The author considers the current problematics in the determination of the orbital and physical parameters for active close binaries (CB) of W Ser type based on the interpretation of photometric observations. In the particular case one analyses the light curves of CB RX Cas in the framework of the accretion-disc model explained in the second paper of this series (Djurašević, 1992a). The change of the light curves with that of the system’s physical-activity phase is analysed and the orbital and physical parameters of the system are determined for the maximum, minimum and the transition regime of the physical activity by applying the inverse-problem method described in the third paper of the series (Djurašević, 1992b). In the paper the graphical illustration of the obtained solutions is also given.

Djurašević, G., 1993, *AN ANALYSIS OF CLOSE BINARIES (CB) BASED ON PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS VI. An Interpretation of CB Light Curves WZ Cep and FT Lupi by using the Inverse-Problem Method*, Astrophysics and Space Science, 206, 145-159.

The paper is devoted to the actual problematics in the determination of orbital and physical parameters of active CB on the basis of the interpretation of photometric observations. One solves the problem in two stages: by obtaining a synthetic light curve in the case when the parameters of the corresponding CB model (Djurašević, 1992a) are given a priori (direct problem) and by determining the parameters of the given model for which the best fit between the synthetic light curve and the observations is achieved (inverse problem) (Djurašević, 1992b). In this paper, the above procedure is applied to a particular case of an interpretation of CB light curves WZ Cep and FT Lupi.

Djurašević, G., 1993, *AN ANALYSIS OF CLOSE BINARIES (CB) BASED ON PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS VII. An Interpretation of CB Light Curves AU Ser and RV Corvi by using the Inverse-Problem Method*, Astrophysics and Space Science, 206, 207-218.

The paper is devoted to the actual problematics in the determination of orbital and physical parameters of active CB on the basis of the interpretation of photometric observations. One solves the problem in two stages: by obtaining a synthetic light curve in the case when the parameters of the corresponding CB model (Djurašević, 1992a) are given a priori (direct problem) and by determining the parameters of the given model for which the best fit between the synthetic light curve and the observations is achieved (inverse problem) (Djurašević, 1992b). In this paper, the
corresponding absorption coefficients in the infrared and visible spectral range, proposed in the mentioned article, is applicable not only in the case of (1a) and (1b) processes but for a more numerous class of atomic systems. The absorption coefficients $K^{(ab)}_\omega$ for $H_2^+$ and $He_2^+$ case as a function of $\lambda$ and $T$ for conditions in white dwarf atmospheres are presented in this contribution. Our conclusion is that the processes 1a and 1b as well as 2a and 2b must be treated together when the process 1a or 2a are taken into account since their contributions are comparable. Moreover, the process 1b (2b) becomes more significant towards the infrared part of the spectrum. The total absorption coefficient shows a weak dependence on $\lambda$ and $T$ except in the region of low temperatures and towards the UV part of the spectrum, where a significant increase of $K^{(ab)}_\omega$ exists.


Contributions of the radiative charge exchange and radiative association processes at symmetrical ion-atom collisions to low temperature gas plasmas continuous spectra have been considered and semiclassical expressions for differential cross sections for the photon spontaneous emission during ion-atom collisions as well as the general expressions for emission spectral coefficients have been given. Also, the special cases of hydrogen and helium plasma have been studied in detail. Moreover, wavelength and temperature ranges where ion-atom radiative processes contribute significantly to continuous EM plasma spectra have been determined.


Besides the interaction between diatomic molecular ions and colliding atom-atomic ion complexes with radiation in plasma, it is obviously actual and the problem of their interaction with free electrons. Recently has been presented and applied to hydrogen case a quasiclassical method for the calculation of total and partial recombination rate coefficients for the following processes (Mihajlov et al. 1992):

$$A_2^+ + e \rightarrow A + A^*(n)$$

$$A + A^+ + e \rightarrow A + A^*(n) or A^*(n) + A$$

These are important recombination channels in weakly ionised stellar plasmas, for temperatures $T \leq 11000$ K

In this contribution we present an approximate method, derived from previous one for the case $n \gg 1$. In the case of hydrogen, this method agrees within several percents with previous one for $n_{2\alpha} 110$ and converges very quickly. The method is based
STARS

on tables with results of more sophisticated calculations for a particular $n$ ($n = 10$ in the present case), which are a starting point for a simple interpolation to higher $n$ cases.


In order to provide the relevant absorption coefficients for the interpretation of the continuum absorption spectra in a number of white dwarfs with helium dominated atmospheres, the processes

$$He_2^+ + h\omega \rightarrow He + He^+$$

and

$$He + He^+ + h\omega \rightarrow \begin{cases} He + He^+ \\ He^+ + He \end{cases}$$

have been considered together. We present also the absorption coefficients for the conditions of DA white dwarf atmospheres calculated by taking into account together the processes

$$H_2^+ + h\omega \rightarrow H + H^+$$

and

$$H + H^+ + h\omega \rightarrow \begin{cases} H + H^+ \\ H^+ + H \end{cases}$$


The need for a very extensive list of line broadening data is particularly stimulated by spectroscopy from space. In such a manner an extensive amount of spectroscopic information over large spectral regions of all kind of celestial objects has been and will be collected, stimulating the spectral-line-shape research.

Lines of Pt II have been discovered in Hg Mn stars by Dworetsky. An analysis of few strong Pt II transitions which are also observed in IUE spectra of stars had shown “that Pt is, like Hg, among the most overabundant elements in the atmospheres of Hg Mn stars”. Dworetsky et al. (1984) selected also the four Pt II lines which might be used for astrophysical applications. Moreover, they determined the corresponding theoretical gf values. The aim of this contribution is to investigate Stark broadening of these Pt II lines and to provide the corresponding Stark widths.

Consequently, by using the modified semiempirical approach, Stark widths of 1777.1 Å; 2245.518 Å; 1781.858 Å and 2144.244 Å Pt II lines, observed in Hg Mn stars have been calculated.

We report here results of Bi II spectral lines Stark broadening research within the MSE. The strong absorption Bi II lines observed in Hg-Mn star atmospheres have been investigated as well as the influence of the departure from LS coupling and the correct knowledge of ionization potential. The observed results have been compared with the estimations and with experimental results.


Using the semiclassical results for electron- and proton - impact shifts as well as a NLTE model atmosphere, we have calculated total Stark shifts (due to collisions with electrons and He$^{2+}$, C$^{4+}$, O$^{5+}$, H$^+$ ions, estimating the ionic contribution within the adiabatic approximation) of the cores of C IV lines from 62 multiplets in the spectrum of the carbon rich, very hot, pulsating pre White Dwarf PG 1159-035 (log g = 7; T$_{\text{eff}}$ = 140,000 K; C/He = 0.7, H/He = 0.21), prototype of its class. Obtained shifts vary for six orders of magnitude, reaching 80 km/s for 6f - 7g multiplet.

Mihajlov A. A., Dimitrijević M. S., 1993, THE INFLUENCE OF ION-ATOM RADIATIVE COLLISIONS TO THE OPACITY IN HELIUM RICH DB WHITE DWARFS, Int.Conf.on Chemically peculiat and magnetic stars on and close to upper main sequence, Stara Lesna p. 3.

We investigate the influence to the continuous optical spectrum of the helium rich DB white dwarf atmosphere of radiative processes due to He$^+(1s) - He(1s^2)$ collisions. We show that these ion-atom radiative collision processes are of importance at certain layers of the investigated white dwarf atmosphere, and the corresponding contributions to the optical depth and continuous opacity are not negligible.


The influence of the processes of radiative charge transfer and photoassociation during He$^+$ + He collisional processes, as well as the process of the photodissociation of He$_2^+$ molecular ion, on the phormation of continuous spectrum of the DB white dwarf atmospheres in function of T$_{\text{eff}}$, and log g (gravities)d 8, is studied within the wavelength range $\lambda = 200 – 800$ nm. It is shown that the contribution of these processes relative to other relevant radiative processes is particularly important for T$_{\text{eff}} \leq 16000$ K, and increases with the decrease of T$_{\text{eff}}$. Moreover, it is found that the influence of the considered He$^+$ + He radiative processes is particularly pronounced in the UV range.
We present here the results of our investigation of Stark broadening for a number of astrophysically important heavy ion lines in order to provide the corresponding Stark broadening data needed for astrophysical purposes.


An analysis of few strong Pt II transitions which are also observed in IUE spectra of stars had shown (Dworetsky et al., 1984) "that Pt is, like Hg, among the most overabundant elements in the atmospheres of Hg Mn stars, with enhancements of the order of $10^4$ to $10^5$ over the solar system abundances". Dworetsky et al. (1984) selected also the four Pt II lines which might be used for astrophysical applications. Moreover, they determined the corresponding theoretical gf values. The aim of this contribution is to investigate Stark broadening of these Pt II lines and to provide the corresponding Stark widths.

In the case of more complex atoms or multiply charged ions the lack of the accurate atomic data needed for more sophisticated calculations, decreases the reliability of the semiclassical results. In such cases approximate methods might be very interesting. Good possibilities provides e.g. the modified semiempirical method (Dimitrijević and Konjević, 1980) used here for these calculations. Our results for four Pt II lines selected by Dworetsky et al. (1984) as the most interesting ones from the astrophysical point of view, have been calculated here. The influence of the oscillator strength values on the Stark broadening parameters has been analyzed here as well.


Our results of investigation of MgII h and k lines in the IUE high resolution spectra of the cool dusty supergiant $\mu$ Cep have been presented. We obtained the profile parameters and found the total chromospheric radiative loss.


The intrinsic linear optical polarization percentage and position angle during the period 1986–1992 are presented. These data are the result of Belgrade polarimetric study of Be stars. Polarization percentage have a general decreasing trend starting with the value 0.57% and finishing with the value 0.32%. The position angle varied in a range between 58° and 71° without any general trend.


The optical polarization of the star o And, measured in Belgrade Observatory, during the period 1974-1992 is presented. The data clearly display the changes of both polarization parameters, percentage and position angle. The changes globally correlate with the three shell phases, with the H-alfa emission. The observed polarization percentage reaches maxima of 0.66, 0.52 and 0.48 percents in the years 1975, 1983 and 1988 respectively. Low values, under 0.2 position angle varies between the values 54 and 137 degrees having tendency to be higher during the periods of high polarization percentage.


The long-term changes of the intrinsic polarization percentage are evident in the stars o, γ and 88 Her (during the period of time 1974-1992), κ (1979-1992) and BU Tau (1986-1992). The amplitude of the polarization percentage variations are not more than a half of the percent. The changes of the position angles are within an interval of about 30 degrees.


The intrinsic polarization parameters of κ Dra in V-color measured at Belgrade Observatory during the 14 years period (1979–1992) are presented. The changes of polarization percentage are discussed with the data of V-color photometry and Hα emission line equivalent widths.
10. STAR CLUSTERS AND GALAXIES

10. ЗВЕЗДНАЯ САТА И ГАЛАКСИИ


We measured the absolute proper motions of NGC 6218 (M12) against distant galaxies and of NGC 362 against stars of the Small Magellanic Cloud (typical accuracy \( \pm 0.2'' \), \( 13\text{cent}^{-1} \)). The results are combined with those of the two studied clusters NGC 4147 and NGC 5466. A variety of parameters is determined within the approximation of a simple galactic potential, including the description of the last transits of the clusters through the main plane of the Galaxy. The path of the orbits in a meridional section (based on a more refined potential) is provided for the last \( 10^{10} \) yr. We would like to draw attention to orbits with north-south asymmetry, as exemplified by the tube orbit of NGC 4147.


Using the computer simulations we have studied the stellar orbits in two models of our Galaxy: the Kutuzov-Osipkov model (1989) and the Allen-Martos model (1986). We compare the orbits of stars being the probable members of the stars flows versus the orbits of stars outside the moving clusters. Some general properties of typical orbits are discussed. The contours of orbits and folds are outlined. We estimate a measure of ergodicity for the various types of orbits.


Assuming a spheroidal corona with an analogous density function as in Ninković, 1988, the author analyses the resulting equipotential surfaces. They are found to be spheroids. The obtained results are applied to our Galaxy by estimating the distance to the galactic plane above (below) the Sun where the potential is one half of that at the Sun. This distance is found to be equal a few tens of kpc. Therefore, at the present level of information one cannot reject the possibility that the galactic corona is flattened significantly.


The ratio of the local velocity dispersions for the stars of the galactic disc is studied. It is inferred that the involving of the local asymmetric-drift value can help to a better understanding of the relationship between the local properties of the galactic gravitation field and the ratio of the dispersions of the planar velocity components.


The total kinetic energy of the Galaxy is estimated through the corresponding potential energy by means of the virial theorem. The contribution of each galactic population is considered. It is found that this contribution is rather equal in the specific kinetic energy; otherwise the contribution in the kinetic energy of a given population is followed by the corresponding one in the total mass. It is inevitable to include the contribution of the dark corona in such a calculation though its nature is rather hypothetical. This population might even exceed the others in the contribution to the specific kinetic energy due to the, usually, very large volume assumed for the dark corona of a typical spiral galaxy.


We study a special case of a spherically symmetric stellar system moving around the centre of its parent system also possessing the spherical symmetry. The orbits of both the test particle with respect to the satellite system and of the latter one with respect to the parent system are rectilinear. A tentative conclusion may be that test particles with apocentric distances even exceeding the critical radius could survive.

Никонович С. и Петровская И. В., 1992, ОБ ОЦЕНКЕ МАССЫ И СПЛЮСНУТОСТИ КОРОНЫ ТУМАННОСТИ АНДРОМЕДЫ, Астрономический журнал, 69, pp. 926-933.

Оценивается масса Туманности Андромеды (M 31), причем нижний предел получается по кривой вращения, а верхний предел - по движениям ее спутников. Результаты неплохо согласуются между собой, а если принять сплюснутость короны, согласие улучшается.

Assuming a suitable model for the galactic thin disc and by adding the contribution of the bulge we construct a rotation curve for the inner Galaxy which should be compared to the observational one. Among the variety of models for the bulge proposed by us at the moment as the most perspective appears one containing a dense central core and a "halo". The total mass of this bulge is concentrated within a cutoff radius of about 5 kpc.


The motion of a satellite of the Milky Way in the conditions of Andromeda Nebula approaching along a straight line is studied. The effects of the changes in the basic orbit (without the presence of Andromeda) around the Milky-Way centre are assessed.


The application of Agekian's criterion for the purpose of discriminating the multiple stars from the open clusters is studied.


The authors give a description of their algorithm used for the purpose of studying an imaginary open cluster consisting of 100 stars.


The authors discuss the choice of the initial conditions in their numerical experiment concerning a simulation of a hypothetical open cluster containing 100 stars (mass points) based on the N-body approach.


The authors study the contribution of the galactic bulge to the rotation curve of the Galaxy in various mass models. Since the bulge is usually thought to be in the central region, the central parts are of interest where an additional subsystem is introduced by the authors, namely a dense central core. The purpose is to explain the sharp peak
near the centre found on the rotation curves of spiral galaxies. The mass of the bulge, not including the core, is about $15 \, GM_\odot$.


In this paper we analyze the influence of gravitational redshift on the spectral line profiles of AGN when the radiative transfer effects are taken into account. Assuming Voigt profile function for $H_\beta$ line the importance of this effect is illustrated through several examples of different optical thickness of the emission region situated at various distances from the massive nucleus.


The orbits of nine moving star clusters distinguished by Agekian and Orlov (1984) are studied in the rotationally symmetric field of the Galaxy. The three galactic models are considered: the potentials of Sala (1987), Allen and Martos (1986), Kutuzov and Osipkov (1989). In the first model applied to a local galactic region in the solar circle vicinity, the orbit of each star is periodic in the meridional plane. The presence of two streams of the moving clusters is assumed. The superclusters of Sirius and Hyades are connected with these streams. For the two latter global galactic models, the orbits of principal stars in the moving clusters, as well as the ones of the stars which are probable non-members of clusters are calculated. A typical lifetime of the moving clusters in the galactic field is estimated.


By analysing a sample of 158 globular clusters belonging to the galaxy M 31 or Andromeda Nebula (AN) in the framework of a spherically symmetric model with constant circular velocity a value of $260 \pm 40 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ for this quantity is obtained. It is also found that the number density of AN globulars roughly decreases as the cube of the distance to the centre with a cutoff radius of about $40 \, \text{kpc}$. The implied AN mass within this cutoff is about $0.6 \, TM_\odot$ ($1 \, TM_\odot = 10^{12} M_\odot$). Bearing in mind the model limitations this mass is rather an upper limit. The present results suggest 1.5 as a probable value for the mass ratio of AN to the Milky Way unless their massive dark coronae are significantly different in size.

The velocity distribution of AN globulars seems to be close to isotropic.


The case of spherically symmetric, self-consistent, stellar systems, whose total mass is contained within a finite radius, is considered. A general formula for their potential
energy, where the latter is expressed in terms of the total-mass square, limiting radius and a dimensionless coefficient depending on the general density slope, is given. Though the increase of this dimensionless coefficient follows the increasing in another dimensionless quantity (ratio limiting radius to half-mass one), the ratio of the two, for the case of the realistic models examined in the present paper, remains almost constant, usually about 0.4-0.5 depending on the given model.


The total mass of the dark matter in the Milky Way, as well as its rate in the Milky-Way total mass, are estimated by combining the limits imposed by the condition that the Local Group is probably bound and the constraints to the local escape velocity. The dark-matter rate in the Milky-Wy total mass might exceed even 90%.


Assuming that the Galaxy is in a steady state characterised with axial symmetry as a working hypothesis a system of galactic constants based dynamically is proposed. This system contains ten independent constants. The current knowledge concerning the amounts and relationship among them is discussed as well.


An idea about possibility of change of spectral line shapes in a strong gravitational field have been presented.


In this paper we analyse the influence of gravitational redshift on the spectral line profiles of homogeneous, static and optically thin region near massive AGN (Seyfert galaxies and quasars). The correction function (Φ) that determines the degree of spectral line profile distortion produced by gravitational field has been investigated.


The motion of a satellite represented as a test particle in the field of the Milky Way and Andromeda Nebula, where the motion of the latter two is rectilinear, is studied.
The authors look for the changes in the satellite's orbit compared to the case of the Milky Way alone for a variety of initial conditions.


Дат је један преглед садашњег стања истраживања на пољу звездане астрономије намењен, пре свега, студентима као читалачкој публици. Звезdana астрономија се дефинише као општа наука о звезданим системима, али без укључивања космологије (проучавање васионе као целине). Констатује се да проблематика ни из далека није исцрплена, као и да постоје услови за развој звездане астрономије код нас.


The dynamics of our own Galaxy (the Milky Way) in the solar neighbourhood is analysed. It is emphasized that in the framework of the classical approach, which involves the steady state and axial symmetry, the main research directions are the determination of the dynamical constants and the explanation of the local kinematics. In spite of this it seems that the classical approach is not sufficient to explain the entire variety of the observed phenomena. Some of them (vertex deviation, velocity-dispersion increasing with age, etc) in the present author’s opinion require its generalisation towards a triaxial symmetry and a nonsteady state.


The behaviour of Agekyan’s factor - the quantity \( \frac{m^{1/2}}{m^{1/2}} \) appearing in the formula of Agekyan’s criterion for estimating the importance of irregular, resp. regular forces, in stellar systems - is studied. It is found that in the case of a mass distribution of stars expected on the basis of stellar statistics the value of this quantity tends to be about 2. In general, the value of Agekyan’s factor exceeds one, increasing gradually with \( N \) (number of stars in a stellar system) towards 2 expected for \( N \) high enough. According to Agekyan’s criterion with taking into account the present results a classification of gravitationally bound stellar systems consisting of stars based on stellar dynamics is proposed.


The well-known formula of Agekyan’s criterion yielding the role of regular, i.e. regular forces in stellar systems is analysed. A special attention is paid to the factor depending on the mass distribution within the system. A preliminary conclusion is reached that for \( N \) (total number of stars in stellar system) about 5 the ratio characterising the role of the regular, i.e. irregular forces, mentioned above, attains one.

A general formula for expressing the potential energy of spherically symmetric stellar systems is found. In it the latter one is given through the square of the total mass, the limiting radius and a dimensionless coefficient. The ratio of this dimensionless coefficient to another dimensionless quantity - the ratio of the limiting radius to the half-mass one - remains almost constant (0.4-0.5) for the case of some realistic models examined here.


A numerical experiment based on N-body problem comprising 100 point masses (an imaginary open cluster) is briefly described. Agekyan’s factor for this case is calculated. The algorithm is described. The numerical stability is monitored by calculating the values of the first integrals (energy, angular momentum and that of mass centre). The increase in the virial coefficient is examined.


The authors present an overview of some relationships between the hypotheses like axial symmetry, symmetry plane, normal velocity distribution for stellar populations, etc and some possible observational facts, such as vertex deviation, general asymmetry of the velocity distribution, existence of radial different movement, etc.


The Milky-Way rotation curve obtained recently by Nikiforov and Petrovskaya is studied. We propose a multicomponent (usually three - bulge, disc and corona) model of the Milky Way for the purpose of explaining it. The bulge is almost spherically symmetric (slightly flattened), the disc is exponential and truncated and the corona is spherical.


Agekyan’s factor - a dimensionless quantity depending on the mass distribution within stellar system - is analysed for a sample containing 104 double stars. The obtained mean value is compared to the theoretical prediction of Ninkovic (who found 1.07).

Following a suggestion put forward by T. A. Agekyan a method was evolved for the detection of radiant star clusters using star proper motions. Presented are the fundamentals of the method.


The nine moving star clusters discovered by Agekyan and Orlov are analysed by applying two methods. In the first one we calculate the heliocentric-velocity directions for the cluster stars and in the second one the great circles of their proper motions are analysed. Though a satisfactory agreement is found, it is possible to eliminate on the basis of the second approach some stars as cluster members.


The nine moving star clusters discovered by Agekyan and Orlov are analysed by applying two methods. In the first one we calculated the velocity directions for the cluster stars relative to the Sun and in the second one the circles of their proper motions are analysed. Though a satisfactory agreement is found, it is possible to eliminate on the basis of the second approach some stars as cluster members.


In the present work we analyse the influence of gravitational field on the profile of spectral lines. For kinematically very composite regions near nuclei of Seyfert galaxies and quasars both thin optically thin and optically thick cases have been considered. We suppose that the line profile without gravitational field influence (undisturbed profile) is a Voigt one.

Irrespective of any other (mostly Doppler) influence the gravitational one yields shifted and asymmetric, and under the assumption of optically thin region, broadened spectral lines. The blue wing of the deformed spectral line is lower, while the red on is higher than in the undisturbed line profile. In the case of optically thin region we have discussed the shape of spectral lines for different wavelength ranges.

The analysis of the \( L_\alpha \) emission line profile of Mkn 335 Seyfert 1 galaxy is presented. The line profile shows a prominent blue asymmetry \((A=0.18)\). For description of this asymmetry a model with outflow emission gas and gravitational redshift effect in Broad Line Region (BLR) are applied.
THEORETICAL ASTROPHYSICS AND PLASMA PHYSICS

11. THEОРИЈСКА АСТРОФИЗИКА И ФИЗИКА ПЛАЗМЕ

11.1. Radiative transfer
11.1. Пренос зрачења


In the thesis a new fast-convergent iterative method is developed to solve the NLTE line formation problem in stellar atmospheres. The method is based on the introduction of proper iteration factors, defined as the ratios of the radiation field intensity moments, in a simple iterative procedure. The formal solution of the RT equation used for the computation of the iteration factors and the solution of the moment equations closed by these factors is performed in turn. Several families of the factors are defined and their convergence properties are studied and discussed. Due to the quasi-invariant properties of the factors, the exact solution is achieved in a few iterations even under extreme NLTE conditions. A very high rate of convergence is provided by the explicit introduction of the basic physical properties of the problem in the definition of the iteration factors, i.e. by the best mathematical simulation of the radiation transport process. This simple method, requiring only small computational costs and efforts, is a powerful tool for the treatment of more complex astrophysical problems in which radiative transfer is coupled with other physical phenomena.


A simple and efficient mixed iteration procedure that uses iteration factors to solve the non-LTE line transfer problem is presented. By suitable choice of quasi-invariant iteration factors, the exact solution is reached within only a few iterations even under physical conditions very far from LTE.

In a previously published paper a simple and fast-convergent method using iteration factors is developed to solve two-level-atom line transfer problem in a constant property medium. In this paper a spatial variation of the profile function is taken into account and a new iteration factors family is considered.


From the original idea of the monochromatic variable Eddington factors and through a critical revision of the straightforward A iteration scheme we have developed an improved iterative method to solve the line formation problem. The study deals with the computational aspects of the method when applied to the solution of the two-level-atom line transfer problem. At each iteration step, angle and frequency averaged depth-dependent factors defined as the ratios of the relevant intensity moments are computed from the current values of the radiation field. These factors are then used to close the system of the radiative transfer equation moments. Due to the quasi-invariance of the factors, the exact solution of the system is achieved within only a few iterations, even under physical conditions very far from LTE.


11.2. Spectral line shapes in astrophysics and plasma physics
11.2. Профили спектралних линија у астрофизици и физици плазме


Using a semiclassical approach for the Stark broadening of spectral lines, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He II–impact line widths and shifts for 79 He I multiplets as a function of temperature (T = 10000 K - 200000 K) and perturber density (N = 10^{14} - 10^{19} cm^{-3}).

The plasma screening effects on the Stark broadening parameters of ion lines at the adiabatic limit are shown by the use of both Coulomb cut-off and Debye - Hückel screening model potentials.


A simple analytical expression for estimating Stark widths of neutral atom lines has been derived from a convergent theory that avoids the computation of the minimum impact parameter. The formula obtained was applied to He I lines. The obtained results have been compared to other calculations.


Regularities and similarities in the widths of spectral lines perturbed by neutral atoms have been studied in order to find out if they are apparent to such a degree that they can be used to obtain data by interpolation and hence provide a tool for the critical evaluation of new experimental results. The principal results on the clearly indentified regularities will be published soon.


Regularities and similarities in the widths of spectral lines perturbed by neutral atoms have been studied in order to find out if they are apparent to such a degree that they can be used to obtain data by interpolation and hence provide a tool for the critical evaluation of new experimental results. Consideration of the structure of the emitting or absorbing atom indicates that similarities should exist for lines within a multiplet or supermultiplet. Line widths should also have a regular behaviour along a spectral series, for corresponding transitions in homologous emitters, and for iso-electronic sequences. The dependence of line widths on perturber properties such as polarisability has also been examined. Critically selected experiments on non-resonant broadening of spectral lines have been examined and exceptions from expected regularities are discussed.


A semiclassical approach for the Stark broadening of spectral lines, has bee used for the calculation of electron−, proton−, and He II−impact line widths and shifts for 46 Na I multiplets with the principal quantum number of the upper state between 6 and 10. Calculations have been performed as a function of temperature (T = 2500
K - 80000 K) at an perturber density of $N = 10^{13}$ cm$^{-3}$). The results have been used to investigate Stark broadening parameter regularities within spectral series.


Using a semiclassical approach for the Stark broadening of spectral lines, we have calculated electron−, proton−, and He II−impact line widths and shifts for 51 K I multiplets as a function of temperature ($T = 2500$ K - 80000 K) and perturber density ($N = 10^{13} - 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$).


Using a semiclassical approach for the Stark broadening of spectral lines, we have calculated electron−, proton−, and He II−impact line widths and shifts for 61 Na I multiplets as a function of temperature ($T = 10000$ K - 200000 K) and perturber density ($N = 10^{14} - 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$).


Using a semiclassical perturbational approach in the impact approximation, Stark broadening parameters along the lithium isoelectronic sequence have been calculated. The obtained results have been compared with quantum mechanical calculations and with available experimental results.


Systematic experimental and theoretical study of Stark broadening of Br I and II lines from ($^1D_2$)np levels has been performed.


Approximate methods for Stark broadening of non hydrogenic spectral lines, have been reviewed and discussed.


First part of the publication contains review and analysis of the results of spectral line shapes investigations in Yugoslavia in the period 1985 - 1989. In the second part,
and quadratic Stark effects in a perturbed system. Our approach should be especially
useful at relatively high plasma densities and at the adiabatic limit.

OF STARK BROADENING PARAMETERS ON THE BASIS OF REGULAR-
ITIES AND SYSTEMATIC TRENDS ALONG THE PERIODIC TABLE, XX

An approach, based on the found systematic trends in Stark broadening param-
eters, has been developed in a series of articles, in the case of neutral atoms and
single charged ion resonances and offresonances. Similar regularities were found for
the isoelectronic sequences; for the isonuclear sequences (the same type of transition
within several stages of ionization of a particular emitter); and for the same type of
transition within homologous group of atoms or ions. In the present work, we apply
this approach to doubly and triply charged ion resonant and offresonant spectral lines.

Finally, we might conclude that, the approach described in the contribution, might
be used for the predictions of missing Stark broadening data in the case of singly,
doubly and triply charged ions.


Stark widths and shifts dependence on the upper level ionization potential of the
Corresponding transitions have been investigated on the basis of the semi-classical
and semi-empirical data. The simple formulas obtained from that dependence can be
used to predict the Stark broadening and shift parameters of resonance n_s - n_p and
n_s - (n_s + 1)p (n_s for ground level) and offresonance ((n_s + 1)s - (n_s + 1)p lines of
neutral atoms and ions (up to several stages of the ionization).

The predicted data are compared with the known experimental and theoretical
values. The agreement is found to be within the quoted experimental and theoretical
uncertainties. All data are given at the electron density N = 10^{17} cm^{-3} and different
electron temperatures T (for neutral atoms and singly charged ions T = 10,000 K,
20,000 K, 40,000 K and 80,000 K; for doubly and multiply charged ions T = 20,000
K, 40,000 K, 80,000 K and 160,000 K).

Dimitrijević M. S., 1992, STARK-BROADENING PARAMETERS OF IONIZED
MERCURY SPECTRAL LINES OF ASTROPHYSICAL INTEREST, J. Quant.

Stark broadening data for some Hg II lines are of importance for investigation of
stellar spectra. E.g. 6s^2 2D - 6p^2P^o 3983.95 Å Hg II line is a strong and character-
istic feature in the spectra of most of the Mn stars and in some magnetic Ap stars.
This line is used e.g. for the Hg abundance determination in the atmospheres of γ Her.
The significance of the resonance 6s^2S - 6p^2P^o Hg II line for the Hg stellar abun-
dance determination has been pointed out by Dworetsky. By using the semiclassical-
perturbation formalism we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-
impact line widths and shifts for 7 Hg II lines. Here we present and discuss the results for ionized mercury lines, along with a comparison with the experimental data.


Here is presented a review of semiclassical calculations of Stark broadening parameters and comparison of different semiclassical procedures is discussed, as well as the agreement with critically selected experimental data and more sophisticated, close coupling calculations. Approximate methods for the calculations of Stark broadening parameters, useful especially in such astrophysical problems where large scale calculations and analyses must be performed and where a good average accuracy is expected, have also been discussed.


Using a semiclassical perturbation approach, behaviour of Stark broadening parameters within spectral series has been investigated on the O VI case. The behaviour of inelastic, elastic and strong collision contribution to line widths within a spectral series has been studied also.


Formula for estimating Stark widths and shifts of ionized atom lines has been derived from a convergent theory that avoids the computation of the minimum impact parameter.


Formula for estimating Stark widths and shifts of ionized atom lines has been derived from a convergent theory that avoids the computation of the minimum impact parameter.

The arc plasma created in the electrodynamic macroparticle accelerator (rail gun) is an interesting example of a cool and very dense plasma. Moreover, the diagnostic of such a plasma is very difficult. In order to provide a possibility for the plasma diagnostic we have calculated within a semiclassical perturbation approach Stark broadening parameters of Al III lines, for conditions of interest for such plasma research.


Stark broadening of C IV, N V and O VI lines has been considered within the semiclassical perturbation approach. The obtained results were used to investigate the behaviour of Stark broadening parameters within the isoelectronic sequence in order to examine the use of such behaviour for the interpolation of new data of interest for the stellar plasma investigations.


Stark broadening of Be II, Ca II, Sc III and Ti IV lines has been analyzed and discussed.


By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 28 Ca II multiplets. Here, we discuss the results for Ca II, along with a comparison with experimental data and other theoretical results.


Here, we present and discuss the results of Stark broadening parameters calculation for C IV transitions with large principal quantum number, along with a discussion of the Stark broadening parameter regularities within spectral series.


In order to complete available C IV Stark broadening data, we present and discuss here Stark broadening parameters for 69 C IV multiplets of large principal quantum
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number, calculated using semiclassical perturbation approach, along with a discussion of the Stark broadening parameter regularities within spectral series.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 30 Be II multiplets.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 28 Ca II multiplets. The resulting data have been compared with existing experimental values.


The knowledge of multicharged ion Stark broadening parameters is of interest in astrophysics owing to the recent development of research on the physics of the stellar interiors, as well as for the investigation of hot star atmospheres. E.g. Rogerson and Ewell (1985) have been found 7 Ti IV lines in τ Sco spectrum. This paper is the fifth of a series devoted to the calculation of Stark broadening parameters of spectral lines of multicharged ions. The first four were concerned with C IV, Si IV, O VI and N V lines. By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 10 Sc III and 10 Ti IV multiplets. Here we present and discuss the results for Sc III and Ti IV, along with a discussion of the Stark broadening parameter regularities within an isoelectronic sequence.


Stark broadening of multicharged ion spectral lines has a new interest to Astrophysics owing to the recent development of research on the physics of the stellar interiors (Seaton, 1987). Moreover, the knowledge of N V Stark broadening parameters is useful also for the astrophysical plasma diagnostic and for the investigation of hot dense plasmas in laboratory, due to its presence as an impurity in many laboratory plasma sources.

This paper is the fourth of a series devoted to the calculation of Stark broadening parameters of spectral lines of multicharged ions. By using the semiclassical perturbation formalism we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact
line widths and shifts for 30 N V multiplets. Here we present and discuss the results for N V, along with a comparison with experimental data.


Besides the interest for plasma spectroscopy, the Be II Stark-broadening parameters are important to astrophysicists since the surface content (abundance) of light elements, especially Li and Be, involves problems correlated with nucleogenesis, mixing between the atmosphere and the interior, and stellar structure and evolution. Moreover, Be II profiles are of importance for opacity calculations as well. By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 30 Be II multiplets. Here, we present and discuss the results for Be II, along with a comparison with experimental data and other theoretical results.


The asymptotic behaviour of the characteristic A and a functions has been studied in semiclassical Stark-broadening theory for ionized emitters (attractive hyperbolic paths). The approximate expressions for the particular asymptotic cases are presented.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized argon-impact line widths and shifts for 28 Rb I multiplets. The resulting data have been compared with existing experimental and theoretical values.


The Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (E.U.V.E) mission will provide the all sky survey in the $\lambda = 70 - 700$ Å range by four EUV telescopes in the Earth orbit (Bowyer and Malina, 1990). Moreover, the primary goal of the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopy Explorer (FUSE) mission which is being developed by NASA is to obtain high resolution spectra with unprecedented sensitivity in the wavelength range 912 - 1250 Å (Soneborn, 1991). Consequently, one of the principal aims of this paper is to complete available C IV Stark broadening data with the lines of large principal quantum number. By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 69 C IV multiplets of large principal quantum number.

Using a semiclassical approach for the Stark broadening of spectral lines, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He II-impact line widths and shifts for 19 Be I multiplets as a function of temperature ($T = 3000 \text{ K} - 50000 \text{ K}$) and perturber density ($N = 10^{16} - 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}$).


Using a semiclassical approach for the Stark broadening of spectral lines, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He II-impact line widths and shifts for 25 Al I multiplets as a function of temperature ($T = 3000 \text{ K} - 50000 \text{ K}$) and perturber density ($N = 10^{13} - 10^{14} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ and $N = 10^{15} - 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}$).


Stark broadening data for 39 C IV multiplets (Dimitrijević and Sahal-Bréchot 1991) have been published recently. Our tables however are not sufficiently complete for the investigation of PG 1159 stars (Werner, Heber, Hunger, 1991; Werner and Heber, 1991). The PG 1159 stars are hot hydrogen deficient pre-white dwarfs with effective temperature $100,000 - 140,000 \text{ K}$ and peculiar chemical composition. Carbon and helium are the dominant constituents ($C/He = 0.5$) (Werner, Heber, Hunger, 1991). Due to the high surface gravity ($\log g = 7$) Stark broadening is an important line broadening mechanism and Stark broadening data are needed for NLTE model atmosphere analysis (Werner, Heber, Hunger, 1991) and other stellar plasma investigations. In this class of stars a number of large principal quantum number C IV lines not included in our previous analysis has been observed recently (Werner, Heber, Hunger, 1991; Werner and Heber, 1991). Consequently, one of the principal aims of this paper is to complete available C IV Stark broadening data with the lines of large principal quantum number. This paper is the sixth of a series devoted to the calculation of Stark broadening parameters of spectral lines of multicharged ions. The first five were concerned with C IV , Si IV, O VI, N V Sc III and Ti IV lines. By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 69 C IV multiplets of large principal quantum number. Here, we present and discuss the results for C IV multiplets of large principal quantum number, along with a discussion of the Stark broadening parameter regularities within spectral series.
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Stark broadening data for O VI lines are useful for the investigation of hot star atmospheres, like the atmospheres of PG1159 type stars or some hot white dwarfs. Such data are as well of interest for the investigation and modelling of laboratory plasma.

Using a semiclassical approach for the Stark broadening of spectral lines, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He II-impact line widths and shifts for 30 O VI multiplets as a function of temperature (T = 100000 K - 1500000 K) and perturber density (N = 10^{17} - 10^{21} cm^{-3}). The obtained comprehensive set of data has been used for the investigation of Stark broadening parameter regularities within spectral series.


Whenever line broadening data for a large number of lines are required, and the high precision of every particular result is not so important, simple approximative formulae with good average accuracy may be very useful. For the astrophysical purposes, of particular interest might be the simplified semiclassical approach.

Using this approach, we have calculated Stark broadening widths and shifts for 42 neutral helium multiplets, in order to obtain an extensive data set for the investigation of possibilities and applicability of the mentioned approach. The obtained results have been compared with the more sophisticated semiclassical calculations, as well as with the more simple approximate formula. We performed also an analysis of the influence of the number of perturbing levels used in the calculation, as well as the analysis of the applicability and accuracy of this approach in function of the increase of the principal quantum number for the upper level of the transition, within a spectral series. The number of perturbing levels included in the calculations may become particularly critical in the case of the shift where even the sign may be changed if a more complete set of perturbing levels is used.

Results indicate that the analyzed approach may be very useful for simple calculations when only a good average accuracy is needed and the high precision of every particular result is not so important.


For radiative transfer calculations of laser produced plasmas, electron - impact broadening parameters for a large number of spectral lines of various elements are required. In spite of the possibility of quantum mechanical and semiclassical theories to provide data of higher accuracy, they are often not suitable, since considerable computational efforts and knowledge of numerous atomic data are needed for Stark broadening parameter calculations for a large number of lines, as e.g. in the case of
radiative transfer, simple approximate approaches with good average accuracy are more appropriate.

This contribution deals with the modified semiempirical approach, which is tested several times and gives on average a satisfactory agreement with experimental data.


Correction of the method for experimental determination of Stark shifts is given, by taking into account a possible change of the electron temperature. The problem is analyzed on the bases of semiempirical and modified-semiempirical approaches.


Neutral palladium lines are present in solar spectrum where fifteen lines of this element have been identified. The development of satellite astronomy providing high resolution spectrograms, gives possibility to determine palladium abundance in stellar atmospheres as well. Recently, Orlov and Shavrina have analyzed Pd I lines existing in stellar spectra and particularly 14 Pd I lines observed in the Procyon (α CMi) spectrum. They have shown that the only line suitable for determining palladium abundance in stellar atmospheres is Pd I λ = 3242.70 Å line. Since α CMi is rather hot star with T = 6750 K and log g = 4.0, and since the all sky survey by the means of satellite astronomy should provide high resolution spectra for other hot stars with non negligible electron-impact influence on spectral line shapes (e.g. hot white dwarfs), it is of interest to provide corresponding Stark broadening data enabling to perform better determination of palladium abundance.

In order to provide such data we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized-helium-impact line widths and shifts for 3 Pd I multiplets by using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism.

We hope that the present results enable a better determination of palladium stellar abundances, especially in the case of white dwarfs and stars of A and B type.


A review of research of Stark broadening parameters, needed for stellar plasma investigations has been presented.

Dimitrijević M. S., 1993, *STARK BROADENING DATA FOR STELLAR PLASMA RESEARCH*, Int.Conf.on Chemically peculiar and magnetic stars on and close to upper main sequence, Stara Lesna p. 1.

Here is presented a review of semiclassical calculations of Stark broadening parameters and the comparison of different semiclassical procedures is discussed, as well.
as the agreement with critically selected experimental data and more sophisticated, close coupling calculations. Approximate methods for the calculation of Stark broadening parameters, useful especially in such astrophysical problems where large scale calculations and analyses must be performed and where only a good average accuracy is expected, have been discussed as well.


Important astrophysical applications of Stark broadening of multiply charged ion spectral lines are in the physics of stellar interiors (Seaton 1987). In subphotospheric layers, the modelling of energy transport requires radiative opacities and thus, certain atomic processes must be known with accuracy. At these high temperatures and densities, Stark broadening of strong multicharged ionic lines plays a non-negligible role in the calculation of the opacities, especially in the UV. Moreover, with the development of spectroscopy investigations from space, UV and extreme UV spectral line research has been further stimulated.

In order to provide such data for four- and five-times charged ions, comprehensive studies of electron-, proton- and ionized helium-impact broadening parameters for 30 N V and 30 O VI multiplets have been made recently, by using the semiclassical perturbation approach. In the case of C V, O V, P V and S VI lines, there exist sufficient atomic data for sophisticated semiclassical calculations for some or all astrophysically interesting lines. But, for other four- and five-times charged ions, the atomic data set is not sufficiently complete.

Whenever the semiclassical method is not applicable, e.g., due to the lack of reliable atomic data and the high precision of every particular result is not so important, but a good average accuracy for a large number of lines is required, the modified semi-empirical method is useful.

The aim of this paper is to provide Stark broadening data of astrophysical interest for four- and five-times charged ion lines. In such a way, our intention is to complete such data, together with the published studies for N V and O VI lines and with studies of C V, O V, P V and S VI lines, which are in preparation. Consequently, in the case of C V and O V, data are presented here only for such cases for which atomic data set is not sufficient for semiclassical perturbation calculations. Since theoretical errors for shifts are considerably larger than for line widths, and since the astrophysical importance of multiply charged ion Stark widths is greater, only width calculations are presented in this article.

Consequently, Stark widths of astrophysically important spectral lines within 3 C V, 50 O V, 12 F V, 9 Ne V, 3 Al V, 6 Si V, 11 N VI, 28 F VI, 8 Ne VI, 7 Na VI, 15 Si VI, 6 P VI, and 1 Cl VI multiplets, have been calculated and presented here by using a modified semi-empirical approach.

Comparison of the present values with values calculated by using Eq. (526) in Griem (1974) have been performed, and the obtained agreement is satisfactory. In comparison with the experiment of Purić et al (1988) for two O V lines, both approaches give about two times smaller values.

Stark widths of astrophysically important spectral lines within 1 C V, 29 O V, 10 F V, 6 Ne V, 2 Al V, 5 Si V, 4 N VI, 10 F VI, 6 Ne VI, 4 Na VI, 6 Si VI, and 5 P VI multiplets, have been calculated by using simplified semiclassical approach. The comparison of obtained results with existing theoretical and experimental data has been discussed as well.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 7 ionized mercury lines, observed in the spectra of Mn and magnetic stars as well as in laboratory plasmas.


Stark line widths(FWHM) for 3 C V, 50 O V, 12 F V, 9 Ne V, 3 Al V, 6 Si V, 11 N VI, 28 F VI, 8 Ne VI, 7 Na VI, 15 Si VI, 6 P VI, and 1 Cl VI multiplet calculated using the modified semi-empirical approach (Dimitrijević and Konjević 1980) - (WMSE) will be published elsewhere. A sample of results is presented and discussed here. Data are presented for an electron density of $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ 10 and temperatures from 50,000 to 800,000 K. Data are linear with electron density, but at very high densities Debye screening should be considered. Moreover, for lines with very near perturbing levels broadening by inelastic proton collisions may be also important.

Comparison of the present values with values calculated by using Eq. (526) in Griem (1974) have been performed, and the obtained agreement is satisfactory. In comparison with the experiment of Purić et al (1988) for two O V lines, both approaches give about two times smaller values.

Dimitrijević M. S., 1993, **STARK WIDTHS OF ASTROPHYSICALLY IMPORTANT FOUR- AND FIVE- TIMES CHARGED ION LINES**, IAU Symp. 162, Pulsation, Rotation and Mass Loss in Early Type Stars, Antibes, Juan les Pins, Abstracts, 1 page without page number.

Stark widths of astrophysically important spectral lines within 1 C V, 29 O V, 10 F V, 6 Ne V, 2 Al V, 5 Si V, 4 N VI, 10 F VI, 6 Ne VI, 4 Na VI, 6 Si VI, and 5 P VI multiplets, have been calculated by using modified semiempirical approach (Dimitrijević, Konjević, 1980) and simplified semiclassical approach (Griem, 1974). The comparison of obtained results with existing theoretical and experimental data will be discussed as well.

Dimitrijević M. S., 1993, **STARK BROADENING OF STELLAR Pt II LINES**, IAU Symp. 162, Pulsation, Rotation and Mass Loss in Early Type Stars, Antibes, Juan les Pins, Abstracts, 1 page without page number.
By using the modified semiempirical approach, Stark widths of 1777.1 Å; 2245.518 Å; 1781.858 Å and 2144.244Å Pt II lines, observed in Hg Mn stars have been calculated.


We extend our recently published formula for estimating Stark widths and shifts of neutral atom lines, derived from a convergent theory (that avoids the computation of the minimum impact parameter), to the case of charged emitters.


We report here results of Bi II spectral line Stark broadening research within a modified semi-empirical approach. The strong absorption Bi II lines observed in Hg-Mn star atmospheres have been investigated, as well as other Bi II lines of importance for astrophysical and laboratory plasma. Stark width and shift data for 26 Bi II lines are presented as a function of temperature. The obtained results have been compared with experiments and with other estimations.


Within the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 28 Ca II multiplets. Here, we discuss the results for Ca II, along with a comparison with experimental data and other theoretical results.


Using a semiclassical approach for the Stark broadening of spectral lines, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He II-impact line widths and shifts for 13 Al III multiplets as a function of temperature (T = 10000 K - 500000 K) and perturber density (N = 10^{17} - 10^{19} cm^{-3}).


This paper is the eighth of a series devoted to the calculation of Stark broadening parameters of spectral lines of multicharged ions, and is the continuation of our efforts to provide Stark broadening data of interest for stellar opacities and stellar plasma investigations. By using the semiclassical - perturbation formalism, we have calculated
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electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 21 S VI multiplets. Here, we present and discuss the results for S VI multiplets of interest for stellar plasma research. Moore (1950) e.g., gives a list of first five S VI multiplets in far UV to be of interest for astrophysics, and Seaton (1987) discuss the interest of Stark broadening data of spectral lines of multicharged ions for stellar opacities research.


By using the semiclassical - perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 23 Al multiplets. Here, we present and discuss the results for Al III multiplets, which are of interest for interpretation and analysis of stellar spectra. Namely, Al III absorption lines are very strong in hot star atmospheres, where Stark broadening is the principal pressure broadening mechanism. Moreover, results presented may be used for the diagnostic and modelling of an electrodynamic macro-particle accelerator arc plasma created by the evaporation of an Al-foil and for spectroscopy of laboratory plasma.


By using the semiclassical - perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 20 F VII multiplets. Obtained results for 3s S-3p P multiplet have been compared with existing experimental data (Glenzer et al 1992) and with other calculations (Glenzer et al 1992) by using different approximate approaches. We found the good agreement between experiment and semiclassical calculations as well as the reasonable agreement between different approximate approaches and more sophisticated semiclassical calculations.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 7 Al XI and 9 Si XII multiplets as a function of temperature and perturber density.


The present paper concerns Ca II, Sc III and Ti IV lines from the kalium isoelectronic sequence. Beyond the interest for the stellar atmospheres investigation and the modellisation of stellar interiors, the knowledge of Ca II, Sc III and Ti IV Stark broadening parameters is important for a number of problems in astrophysics and
plasma physics. Particularly is important Ca II which is among the most abundant elements in stellar plasma after hydrogen and helium. In order to provide reliable data for the mentioned lines broadened by collisions with all important charged perturbers in stellar plasmas, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 28 Ca II, 10 Sc III and 10 Ti IV multiplets, using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism.

The obtained results were used to investigate the behaviour of Stark broadening parameters within the isoelectronic sequence in order to examine the use of such behaviour for the interpolation of new data of interest for the stellar plasma investigations. Our analysis shows that a regular behaviour exist but the mutual relation of the corresponding Stark broadening parameters depends on temperature. Additional experimental and theoretical work for the investigated case is needed as well as the extension to the other members of K isoelectronic sequence.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III–impact line widths and shifts for 20 Ne VIII and 8 Na IX multiplets as a function of temperature and perturber density.


This is the addendum to the previous article concerned to the Stark broadening parameters of Be I lines. Using a semiclassical approach for the Stark broadening of spectral lines, we have calculated electron–, proton–, and He II–impact line widths and shifts for 28 Be I multiplets as a function of temperature \((T = 3000 \text{ K} - 50000 \text{ K})\) at an perturber density of \(N = 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3}\).


The Be II Stark-broadening parameters are important to astrophysicists since the surface content (abundance) of light elements, especially Li and Be, involves problems correlated with nucleogenesis, mixing between the atmosphere and the interior, and stellar structure and evolution. Such data are of importance for opacity calculations and laboratory plasma diagnostic as well. By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron–, proton–, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 30 Be II multiplets. Here, we discuss the results for Be II, along with a comparison with experimental data and other theoretical results.

Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 21 S VI multiplets, of interest for stellar opacities calculations.


By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 30 Be II multiplets. Here, we discuss the results for Be II, along with a comparison with other theoretical results.


Knowledge of reliable Ca II Stark-broadening parameters is of great importance for detailed investigation of stellar atmospheres, as well as for opacity research. Furthermore, Ca II lines are of particular interest for investigations of laboratory plasmas, since calcium is often present as an impurity. By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 28 Ca II multiplets. Here, we discuss the results for Ca II, along with a comparison with experimental data and other theoretical results.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 30 N V multiplets. The obtained data have been compared with the existing experimental values.


Calcium is among the most abundant elements in stellar plasmas after hydrogen and helium. Particularly important for stellar spectral analysis are the well known resonance lines of Ca II, which are present in all spectra starting with B-type stars and reaching maximal intensity in stars of the K0 spectral type. Consequently, knowledge of reliable Ca II Stark–broadening parameters is of great importance for detailed investigation of stellar atmospheres, as well as for opacity research. Furthermore, Ca II lines are of particular interest for investigations of laboratory plasmas, since calcium is often present as an impurity. By using the semiclassical–perturbation formalism we have calculated electron–, proton–, and ionized helium–impact line widths and shifts for 28 Ca II multiplets.
We have found that for most of existing experiments the calculated widths fall within the error bars of both methods. Additional reliable experimental data for the 4s–4p Ca II widths, especially at lower temperatures, will be of interest.


Within the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have analyzed electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact broadening of doubly charged aluminium ion lines. Such results are of interest for interpretation and analysis of stellar spectra. Moreover, results presented may be used for the diagnostic and modeling of an electrodynamic macro-particle accelerator arc plasma created by the evaporation of an Al-foil and for spectroscopy of laboratory plasma.


We have calculated recently, Stark broadening data for 39 C IV multiplets persuaded that we have provided data for practically all C IV lines important for stellar research. Our tables however are not sufficiently complete for the investigation of PG 1159 stars, which are hot hydrogen deficient pre−white dwarfs with effective temperature 100.000 − 140.000 and with C and He as dominant constituents (C/He = 0.5). Moreover, Stark broadening data in far and extreme ultraviolet, for lines originating from transitions between energy levels with large principal quantum number and low lying levels will become important for astrophysics in the near future due to the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUV) and the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopy Explorer (FUSE) missions. In order to complete available C IV Stark broadening data, we present and discuss here Stark broadening parameters for 69 C IV multiplets of large principal quantum number, calculated using semiclassical perturbation approach, along with a discussion of the Stark broadening parameter regularities within spectral series.


We have calculated recently, Stark broadening data for 39 C IV multiplets. Our tables however are not sufficiently complete for the investigation of PG 1159 stars. The PG 1159 stars are hot hydrogen deficient pre−white dwarfs with effective temperature 100,000 − 140,000K and carbon and helium as the dominant constituents (C/He = 0.5). Due to the high surface gravity (log g = 7) Stark broadening is an important line broadening mechanism and Stark broadening data are needed for NLTE model atmosphere analysis and other stellar plasma investigations. Moreover, Stark broadening data in far and extreme ultraviolet, for lines originating from transitions between energy levels with large principal quantum number and low lying levels will
become important for astrophysics in the near future due to the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUV E) and the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopy Explorer (FUSE) missions.

Here, we present and discuss the results for C IV multiplets of large principal quantum number, along with a discussion of the Stark broadening parameter regularities within spectral series.

The obtained set of results has been used for the analysis of systematic trends in spectral series. The electron full halfwidth and shift within $2p^2P_0^0 - ns^2S$ series are analyzed. By inspecting the energy separation between the upper level and the principal perturbings levels, we find that this separation decreases gradually within a spectral series. We obtain as a consequence, a gradual change of the Stark widths. The case of C IV $np^2P_0^0 - ns^2S$ transitions, i.e. the case when the upper level does not changes has been analyzed as well. We can see that particularly in the case of shift the changes of Stark broadening parameters are relatively small, permitting the interpolation of new data or critical evaluation of mutual consistency of existing data.


Stark broadening parameters of neutral aluminium lines are of interest for laboratory plasma diagnostics and they have been determined experimentally several times.

By using the semiclassical - perturbation formalism we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 22 Al I multiplets. Here, we discuss the results for Al I, along with a comparison with experimental data and other theoretical results.


In order to continue our investigation of Stark broadening behavior along the lithium isoelectronic sequence, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 20 F VII multiplets, by using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism. Here, the obtained results will be discussed and compared with the available experimental data and other theoretical calculations.


Beryllium Stark-broadening parameters are important to astrophysicists since the surface content (abundance) of light elements involves problems correlated with nucleogenesis, mixing between the atmosphere and the interior, and stellar structure and evolution. With the developpement of infrared and space astronomy, Stark broadening data for a large number of atom- and ion-spectral lines will be needed. We note that for lines originating from higher energy levels the importance of Stark broadening
increases. Such data are useful as well for the diagnostic of laboratory plasmas and for plasma spectroscopy.

By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 28 Be I multiplets and the resulting data have been compared with existing theoretical values. The agreement is within error limits of the semiclassical method except for transitions involving highly excited levels (2p-4s and 2p-4d) where our widths are smaller due to Debye screening effect not taken into account explicitly in previous calculations (but the corresponding correction is suggested).


Within the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III- impact line widths and shifts for 20 F VII multiplets. Obtained results for 3s^2S-3p^2P^o multiplet have been compared with existing experimental data (Glenzer et al 1992) and with other calculations (Glenzer et al 1992) by using different approximate approaches. We found the good agreement between experiment and semiclassical calculations as well as the reasonable agreement between different approximate approaches and more sophisticated semiclassical calculations.


Stark shifts and widths of ionized boron, carbon and nitrogen spectral lines have been measured in a low – pressure pulsed arc plasma and compared with calculated values based on the modified semiempirical approach.


Stark broadening data for nine multiplet transition of single ionized iodine are given.


Using the modified semi-empirical approach Stark broadening data for resonant lines of Zn II and Cd II were calculated. The calculated data have been compared with available experimental data.

A discussion about influence of radiator complexity to Stark broadening has been done. Difference in oscillator strength values produce change in calculated Stark widths within error bars of the modified semiempirical method, but in the case of shifts the accuracy of oscillator strengths may be very important.


Using a modified semi-empirical approach, Stark broadening parameters for 12 Zn II and 8 Cd II spectral lines have been calculated as a function of temperature. The results obtained have been compared with available experimental data. The influence of the oscillator strengths accuracy on Stark broadening parameter calculation has been investigated.

Skuljan Lj., 1993, ŠTARKOVO POMERANJE SPEKTRALNIH LINIJA ArI i HeI, magistarska teza, Univerzitet u Beogradu.


The Stark widths of the $3s^2 S - 3p^2 P^0$ and $3p^2 P^o - 3d^2 D$ transitions have been calculated and measured in the plasma of a pulsed arc. Electron densities in the range $(2.1 - 6.4) \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ were determined from the width of the He II P$_o$ line while electron temperatures between 50800 and 131800 K are measured from the Boltzmann plot of O IV line intensities. Our experimental O IV Stark width agrees well with another experiment and with our semiclassical theoretical results in the whole temperature range.


First part of the publication contains review and analysis of the results of spectral line shapes investigations in Yugoslavia and Serbia in the period 1989 - 1993. In the
second part, the bibliography of the contributions of yugoslav and serbian scientists is given, together with the citation index.


The aim of this contribution is to provide Stark broadening data of astrophysical interest for four- and five-times charged ion lines. In such a way, our intention is to complete such data, together with the published studies for N V and O VI lines and with studies of C V, O V, P V and S VI lines, which are in preparation. Since theoretical errors for shifts are considerably larger than for line widths, and since the astrophysical importance of multiply charged ion Stark widths is greater, only width calculations have been performed.

Stark widths of astrophysically important spectral lines within 1 C V, 29 O V, 10 F V, 6 Ne V, 2 Al V, 5 Si V, 4 N VI, 10 F VI, 6 Ne VI, 4 Na VI, 6 Si VI, and 5 P VI multiplets, have been calculated by using mthe modified semiempirical approach (Dimitrijević, Konjević, 1980) and simplified semiclassical approach (Griem, 1974). The comparison of obtained results with existing theoretical and experimental data will be discussed as well.


Here is presented a review of semiclassical calculations of Stark broadening parameters and the comparison of different semiclassical procedures is discussed, as well as the agreement with critically selected experimental data and more sophisticated, close coupling calculations. Approximate methods for the calculation of Stark broadening parameters, useful especially in such astrophysical problems where large scale calculations and analyses must be performed and where only a good average accuracy is expected, have been discussed as well.


Stark broadening parameters of Al III lines of interest for diagnostic of an electrodynamic macroparticle accelerator (rail gun) arc plasma created by evaporation of an Al foil, have been calculated by using the semiclassical perturbation formalism. Stark widths of Cu IV lines, of interest for arc plasma created by Cu foil evaporation, have also been calculated by using the modified semiempirical method.

Results presented here, may be used for diagnostic and modelling of rail gun arc plasma on the basis of ion line profiles. Results are given for larger T-range than needed for rail gun arc plasma analysis, since they are of interest for other laboratory
and astrophysical plasmas as well. For all needed purposes data density in tables enables a good interpolation. Semiclassical data for Al III are of better accuracy than semiempirical data for Cu IV. Since within the semiclassical theory we take into account Debye screening, results for Al III are not linear with density (especially the shift) like semiempirical Cu IV data. Consequently, Al III results are presented as a function of density. Since the importance of the Stark shift usually decreases with the increases of the ionisation stage, and Cu IV shifts are not of importance for rail gun plasma diagnostic, they are not presented here.

We hope that the presented results will be of help for diagnostic, modelling and other investigations of rail gun arc plasma.


The influence of oscillator strength values to the neutral rubidium Stark broadening parameter values has been investigated. It has been found that the most important difference is for 5p²P⁰ - 5d²D transition.


Stark-broadening parameters of Rb I are of interest for laboratory plasma investigation and diagnostic as well as for Solar and stellar spectroscopy. By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized argon-impact line widths and shifts for 24 Rb I multiplets. Here, we discuss the results for Rb I, along with a comparison with experimental data and other theoretical results.


Stark broadening parameters for spectral lines for ions within the lithium isoelectronic sequence have particular importance for the investigation of regularities and systematic trends, due to its simplicity (one optical electron) for theoretical research. Results of such investigations are of interest for acquisition of new data by interpolation and for critical evaluation of existing experimental and theoretical data, particularly in astrophysics. The astrophysical importance of multiply charged ion lines is increasing due to the development of UV astronomy from space and owing to the development of researches on the physics of stellar interiors.

In order to investigate the behavior of Stark broadening parameters along an isoelectronic sequence as far as possible without the significant influence of relativistic effects, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III- impact line widths and shifts for 7 Al XI and 9 Si XII multiplets, by using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism. Discussion and analysis of the obtained results is presented as well.

The development of UV astronomy from space as well as the development of researches on the physics of stellar interiors, increases the significance of multiply charged ion lines in astrophysics. By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 20 Ne VIII and 8 Na IX multiplets, in order to continue our research of multiply charged ion line Stark broadening parameters, with the special emphasis on the lithium isoelectronic sequence. Here, we present and discuss the obtained results. Moreover, the influence of the perturber charge on the ion broadening contribution has been investigated and discussed.


By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 20 Ne VIII multiplets, in order to continue our research of multiply charged ion line Stark broadening parameters, with the special emphasis on the lithium isoelectronic sequence. Here, we present and discuss the obtained results, and also the comparison with experimental data (Glenzer et al. 1992) and other theoretical calculations (Glenzer et al. 1992; Seaton 1988) and estimates (Puria et al 1988).


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 8 Na IX multiplets. The influence of the perturber charge on the ion broadening contribution has been investigated and discussed.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 9 Si XII multiplets. Obtained results have been used for the study of the behavior of Stark broadening parameters within an isoelectronic sequence.

Within the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 8 Na IX multiplets, in order to continue our effort to provide to astrophysicists the needed multiply charged ion line Stark broadening parameters, with the special emphasis on the lithium isoelectronic sequence.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 7 Al XI multiplets. Obtained results have been used for the study of the behavior of Stark broadening parameters within an isoelectronic sequence.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized argon-impact line widths and shifts for 267 Mg I multiplets as a function of temperature and perturber density.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 5 O IV and 19 O V multiplets as a function of temperature and perturber density.


Stark broadening parameters of neutral aluminium lines are of interest for laboratory plasma diagnostics and they have been determined experimentally and theoretically several times. Astrophysical importance of Aluminium lines is due to its high cosmical abundance and its presence in the solar atmosphere and stellar spectra. Particularly important are Al I resonance lines 13944.5Å and 3961.5 Å which appear in A0 type stars (where Stark broadening is not negligible) and become more stronger with the temperature decrease. By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 22 Al I multiplets. Here, we present and discuss the results for Al I, along with a comparison with experimental data and other theoretical results.

As discussed in our previous article concerning Be II, beryllium Stark-broadening parameters are important to astrophysicists since the surface content (abundance) of light elements involves problems correlated with nucleogenesis, mixing between the atmosphere and the interior, and stellar structure and evolution. Moreover, due to development of infrared astronomy from space, lines originating from higher energy levels, have an increasing interest. For such lines the importance of Stark broadening contribution increases with the increase of the relevant principal quantum number, since the optical electron becomes less influenced by the core and more sensitive to weak external electric fields. Consequently, for such lines Stark broadening might be of interest even for cooler star plasmas.

By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 28 Be I multiplets. We present and discuss here, the results for Be I, along with a comparison with other semiclassical results. We see that the agreement is within error limits of the semiclassical method except for transitions involving highly excited levels (2p-4s and 2p-4d) where our widths are smaller due to Debye screening effect not taken into account explicitly by Griem (but the corresponding correction is suggested).


This paper is the eleventh of a series devoted to the calculation of Stark broadening parameters of spectral lines of multicharged ions. In previous articles Stark broadening data for C IV, N V, O VI, F VII, Ne VIII and Na IX all belonging to the lithium isoelectronic sequence have been calculated.

Due to the simplicity (one optical electron), Stark broadening parameters for spectral lines for ions within this electronic sequence have particular importance for the investigation of regularities and systematic trends. Results of such investigations are of interest for acquisition of new data by interpolation and for critical evaluation of existing experimental and theoretical data, particularly in astrophysics. The astrophysical importance of multiply charged ion lines is increasing due to the development of UV astronomy from space and owing to the development of researches on the physics of stellar interiors.

In the case of Mg X, the reliable data on 4s2S energy level are missing, so that we could not complete atomic data set needed for reliable semiclassical calculations. In order to investigate the behavior of Stark broadening parameters along an isoelectronic sequence as far as possible without the significant influence of relativistic effects, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III- impact line widths and shifts for 7 Al XI and 9 Si XII multiplets, by using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism. Here, we present and discuss the obtained results as well as the Stark broadening parameter behaviour within the lithium isoelectronic sequence.

Neutral Rubidium Stark-broadening parameters are of interest for laboratory plasma spectroscopy and have been investigated several times. Moreover, rubidium lines have been observed in Solar and stellar spectra as well, and their Stark broadening parameters consequently are of interest to astrophysicists too.

By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized argon-impact line widths and shifts for 28 Rb I multiplets. Here, we present and discuss the results for Rb I, along with a comparison with experimental data and other theoretical results.


In order to investigate the behavior of Stark broadening parameters along the lithium isoelectronic sequence as far as possible, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III- impact line widths and shifts for 20 Ne VIII and 8 Na IX multiplets, by using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism. We present here as well, the discussion and analysis of obtained results together with the comparison with the existing experimental and theoretical data. Since data are not linear with perturber density (N), due to the Debye screening effect, which is often important at high densities of interest for subphotospheric layers, we will present here the data for N = 10^{16}-10^{22} cm^{-3} and temperatures from 200,000 K up to 2,000,000 K.


Using a semiclassical approach for the Stark broadening of spectral lines, we have calculated ionized magnesium-, ionized silicon-, and ionized iron-impact line widths and shifts for 270 Mg I multiplets as a function of temperature (T = 2500 K - 50000 K) and perturber density (N = 10^{11} cm^{-3}).


In order to see the influence of oscillator strength values to the neutral rubidium Stark broadening parameter values, calculations have been firstly performed within the Bates - Damgaard approximation and then repeated with oscillator strengths calculated by using relativistic single-configuration Hartree-Fock method with allowance for core polarization (Migdalek and Baylis), and with oscillator strengths from Warner, where allowance for configuration mixing and for spin-orbit interaction has been One can conclude that the most important difference is for 5p^2P^o - 5d^2D transition.


The aim of this paper is to supply the experimental and theoretical data for the widths of the prominent triply ionized oxygen lines in a large electron temperature range. The reported experimental results together with other experimental data will be used for testing of various theoretical calculations.


Results of experimental and theoretical investigations of O IV 3s - 3p and 3p - 3d lines have been reported.


A large number of heavy ion spectral lines are present in spectra of hot ("normal" and CP) stars. Stark broadening is the dominant pressure broadening mechanism for stars with $T_{\text{eff}} \geq 10000$ K. As one can see from Tables 1.1 and 1.2 in atmosphere of hot star (with electron density of $N = 10^{21}$ cm$^{-3}$, and temperature of 10000 K) Stark widths of some Zn II, As II, Sb II, I II and Bi II spectral lines are even larger than widths due to the thermal Doppler effect. Stark broadening of lines originating from energy levels with high principal quantum numbers may be important even for cooler stars.

Due to the lack of reliable atomic data for Stark broadening calculation of heavy ion lines with complex spectra it is not always possible to apply a semiclassical approach. In this case one can provide Stark broadening data using approximative methods. One of such method is the modified semiempirical approach (MSE) developed by Dimitrijević & Konjević (1980) and Dimitrijević & Kršljanić (1986). In this work we investigate the applicability of this modified semi-empirical approach for Stark broadening parameter calculation of ions with complex spectra.

In order to test the MSE approach we have selected seven singly ionized emitters ($Z \geq 30$) : Zn II, As II, Sb II, Cd II, I II, Br II and Bi II.

The selection was based on the following resonas:

106
that the spectral lines of considered ions are astrophysically important,
that there exist the measured data for a number of considered lines,
the selected ions have a complex spectra,
that for considered ion lines it is impossible to calculate Stark broadening parameters with other more accurate methods, as, e.g., semiclassical method.

For the ions with complex spectra the MSE approach, in general case, gives equations (4.2.1ab), where the square of matrix element depend on the coupling approximation. Here we consider the \( LS, j\ell \) and \( jj \) coupling approximations and the case of mixing configuration.

The influence of the coupling approximation is presented in Figs. 4.2.2 – 4.2.12. We can see that the obtained differences in Stark widths for different coupling approximations are within the error of the method. We can also see (Figs. 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 for Cd II resonance lines) that for the shift the accuracy of used coupling approximation could be very important. We can conclude that shifts are more sensitive to the coupling approximation accuracy than widths.

Obtained results for Stark broadening parameters for 99 lines of seven heavy ions are presented in Tables 5.2 – 5.10. For 31 spectral lines our results have been compared with available experimental data. Taking into account the complexity of the considered ion spectrum, we may conclude that our results satisfactory agree with experimental data for Stark widths. In the case of Stark shifts the comparison of the calculated and experimental data, from case to case, gives different agreement (see Tables 5.4, 5.7, 5.11). It has to be pointed out that for Stark shift there is less experimental data than for widths. So, we are not able to get definitive conclusion of MSE approach applicability for shift of complex ion lines, but we may conclude that Stark width calculation in MSE approach in this case gives satisfactory accuracy for astrophysical needness.


Stark widths and shifts for several Xe II lines are presented. For calculation was used the modified semiempirical approach.


Stark broadening data for six As II lines (5s – 5p transition) are presented.


The Stark widths of several fourthly ionized fluorine lines have been calculated and measured in the plasma of a pulsed arc. Electron density $2.54 \times 10^{17} \text{cm}^{-3}$ was determined from the width of the HeII $\text{P}_\alpha$ line while electron temperature of 89900 K is measured from the ratio of FV and FIV lines. Our experimental FV widths agree well with our semiclassical theoretical results. The results of another experiment for 3p-3d transition is in a good agreement with our theoretical and experimental data while the discrepancy for 3s-3p transition is rather large. The results of two simple theoretical methods for evaluation of Stark widths are in reasonable agreement with experiment.


The Stark shifts of several lines belonging to analogous multiplets, $3s^2 S-3p^2 P^e$ and $3p^2 P^o-3d^2 D^o$, of doubly ionized nitrogen and triply ionized oxygen (boron iso-electronic sequence) have been calculated and measured in a plasma of a low pressure pulsed arc. Plasma electron densities are determined from the width of the HeII $\text{P}_\alpha$ line. Electron temperatures are measured from the ratios of NIV/NIII while temperatures in oxygen mixture are determined from relative intensities of IV lines. Experimental NIII Stark shifts are in reasonable agreement with our semiclassical calculations. In the case of OIV lines theory predicts shifts of the opposite sign. Possible causes of this discrepancy are discussed.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 19 O V multiplets. The obtained data have been discussed and analyzed.


A review of semiclassical calculations of Stark broadening is presented and comparison of different semiclassical procedures is discussed, as well as the agreement with critically selected experimental data and more sophisticated, close coupling calculations. Approximate methods for the calculations of Stark broadening parameters,
usefull especially in such astrophysical problems where large scale calculations and analyses must be performed and where a good average accuracy is expected, have also been discussed. The beginning and development of line shapes investigations in Yugoslavia has been described as well.


Fe II lines are present in solar and stellar spectra and for their analysis or the calculations of synthetic spectra corresponding Stark broadening data are of importance. Stark broadening data for Fe II lines are of significance for laboratory plasma as well, since the iron is often present as impurity in various plasmas.

Within the semiclassical - perturbation formalism we have analyzed Stark broadening of singly-ionized iron $a^6D - z^6P^o$, $a^6D - z^6D^o$ and $a^6D - z^6F^o$ multiplets.


The existing large scale calculations of Stark broadening parameters have been reviewed and discussed.


The strongest Fe II lines correspond to 4s-4p and 3d-4p transitions in 3d$^5$nl and 3d$^5$4snl configurations, covering some 1500 observed lines and accounting for the main part of the intensity of the Fe II spectrum. However, if one wishes to perform a more sophisticated calculations of the corresponding Stark broadening parameters needed in astrophysics and laboratory plasma diagnostics, it is not easy to collect the sufficiently complete energy level set and to avoid the additional difficulties due to configuration interaction and violation of the LS selection rules. The best situation is just with 4s-4p sextets, which Stark broadening parameters have been determined experimentally recently, where the sufficiently complete energy level set exists and there is not pronounced configuration interactions or critical violations of the LS selection rules, so that the semiclassical calculations may provide more reliable Stark broadening parameters.

By using the semiclassical - perturbation formalism we have calculated Stark broadening parameters for singly-ionized iron $a^6D - z^6P^o$, $a^6D - z^6D^o$ and $a^6D - z^6F^o$ multiplets. covering 34 lines within 2328.11-2632.108 Å range. The present theoretical full half-widths have been compared with experimental results as well as with the calculations performed by using the modified semiempirical approach and with simple theoretical estimates based on regularities and systematic trends.

Here is presented a review of available semiclassical calculations of Stark broadening parameters and comparison of different semiclassical procedures is discussed, as well as the agreement with critically selected experimental data and more sophisticated, close coupling calculations. The modified semiempirical approach, usefull especially in such astrophysical problems where large scale calculations and analyses must be performed and where a good average accuracy is expected, has also been discussed as well as his applications. We discuss as well the criteria used for selection of radiator spectra for analysis and the future development of the programme.


Spectral lines of ionized nickel are present in stellar spectra. For example, such lines have been found in the spectra of Gamma Geminorum and 7 Sextantis (Adelman and Philip 1992), stars of A0 V type, where the main pressure broadening mechanism is the Stark effect. Consequently, the corresponding Stark broadening parameters are of astrophysical interest.

The first experimental determination of Ni II Stark widths and shifts has been performed recently (Djeniže et al. 1994). Obtained experimental widths have been compared with simple calculations (Djeniže et al. 1994) by using low temperature limits of the semiempirical (Griem 1968) and the modified semiempirical (Dimitrijević & Konjević 1980, 1987) approaches. As a result, a surprisingly large discrepancy between experimental and theoretical values has been reported. Since the sufficiently complete set of atomic data for the considered Ni II lines exists, it is of interest to perform a more elaborate theoretical analysis within the frame of the semiclassical approach.

By using the semiclassical - perturbation formalism (Sahal-Bréchot 1969ab), we have calculated Stark broadening parameters for two lines with Ni II $^4\text{F} - ^2\text{G}^\circ$ multiplet. Perturbers are electrons, protons and a singly charged perturber with the mass equal to 35 atomic mass units (a.u.).

By using low temperature limit of the modified semiempirical approache, but with more accurate atomic data than in Djeniže et al. (1994) and with the ion broadening contribution included, we obtain 3.2 and 3.0 as ratios of measured and calculated values for Ni II 2264.5 Å and 2270.2 Å lines instead of 4.4 and 3.9. With the use of the non simplified version of the MSE approach (Dimitrijević & Konjević 1980), the corresponding ratios are 2.7 and 2.4, and for the ful semiclassical calculations 1.7 and 1.5, which is much better but still not satisfying.

Our results for the shift have the different sign from experimental ones. Since the considered lines are an 4s-4p transition with a far 4d perturbing level with smaller influence, it is logical that the shift is around zero or negative. In spite of the fact that the agreement between the theory and experiment is better if one uses the more
sophisticated semiclassical - perturbation approach, the differences are still such that a new experiment is of interest.


Plasma spectroscopy depends on very extensive list of elements and line transitions with their atomic and line broadening parameters. The most sophisticated theoretical method for the calculation of a Stark broadened line profile is of course the quantum mechanical strong coupling approach. However, due to its complexity and numerical difficulties, only a small number of such calculations exist. In a lot of cases such as e.g. complex spectra, heavy elements or transitions between more excited energy levels, the more sophisticated quantum mechanical approach is very difficult or even practically impossible to use and, in such cases, the semiclassical approach remains the most efficient method for Stark broadening calculations.

The existing large scale calculations of Stark broadening parameters were performed by using three different computer codes, developed by (i) Jones, Benett and Griem, (ii) Sahal-Bréchet and (iii) Bassalo, Cattani and Walder.

All three methods have been compared with critically selected experimental data for 13 He I multiplets. The agreement between experimental and all three semiclassical calculations is within the limits of 20 percents, what is the predicted accuracy of the semiclassical method.


The first experimental determination of Ni II Stark widths and shifts has been performed recently. By using the semiclassical - perturbation formalism we have calculated and analyzed Stark broadening parameters for two lines within Ni II a^4F - z^6G^0 multiplet.


By using the semiclassical - perturbation formalism we have calculated Stark broadening parameters for singly-ionized iron a^6D - z^6P^0, a^6D - z^6D^0 and a^6D - z^6F^0 multiplets. covering 34 lines within 2328.11-2632.108 Å range, Perturbers are electrons and protons. The obtained results have been compared with available experimental and theoretical results.

The investigation of neutral and ionized iron is of great astrophysical importance due to its high abundance and its role in various processes in stellar plasma. Fe II lines are present in solar and stellar spectra and for their analysis or the calculations of synthetic spectra corresponding Stark broadening data are of importance.

The strongest Fe II lines correspond to 4s-4p and 3d-4p transitions in 3d6nl and 3d54snl configurations, covering some 1500 observed lines and accounting for the main part of the intensity of the Fe II spectrum. The best case for the reliable semiclassical calculation is just for 4s-4p sextets, measured by Purić et al. (1993), where the sufficiently complete energy level set exists and there is not pronounced configuration interactions or critical violations of the LS selection rules. We have calculated within the semiclassical - perturbation approach, Stark broadening parameters for singly-ionized iron a6D - z6P⁰, a6D - z6D⁰ and a6D - z6F⁰ multiplets, comparing the obtained results with available experimental and simpler theoretical evaluations.


Spectral lines of ionized nickel are present in stellar spectra. For example, such lines have been found in the spectra of Gamma Geminorum and 7 Sextantis, stars of A0 V type, where the main pressure broadening mechanism is the Stark effect. Consequently, the corresponding Stark broadening parameters are of astrophysical interest.

By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated Stark broadening parameters for two lines within Ni II a4F - z4G⁰ multiplet. Perturbers are electrons, protons and a singly charged perturber with the mass equal to 35 atomic mass units (a.u.). The present semiclassical full half-widths have been compared with experimental results (Djeniže et al 1994) as well as with results of present calculations by using the modified semiempirical approach (MSE-Dimitrijević & Konjević 1980) and its simplified version (SMSE-Dimitrijević & Konjević 1987).


The development of UV astronomy from space as well as the development of researches on the physics of stellar interiors, increases the significance of multiply charged ion lines in astrophysics, as well as the corresponding Stark broadening data. By using the semiclassical - perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 8 Na IX multiplets, in order to continue our effort to provide to astrophysicists the needed multiply charged ion line Stark broadening parameters, with the special emphasis on the lithium iso-electronic sequence.

Moreover, the influence of the perturber charge on the ion broadening contribution has been investigated and discussed. Full half widths (W) and shifts (d) due to Na IX collisions with Na ions with the charge between 1 and 9 (Z = 2 - 10) are compared
with the electron- and proton - impact widths and shifts. When the perturber charge increases, we have that the repulsive force between the emitter and the perturber increases as well. On the other hand, a perturber with higher charge has the stronger influence on the emitter than a perturber with smaller charge at the same distance. For lower temperatures, i.e. smaller perturber velocities, the repulsive force is more effective since the collision duration is larger and highly charged perturber has smaller chance to come closer to the emitter. Consequently, for the lower temperatures the Stark broadening parameters have smaller change with Z. One can conclude as well that shifts are more sensitive to the perturber charge increase than widths.


Stark-broadening parameters for neutral magnesium lines are of interest for laboratory plasma diagnostics and have been investigated experimentally and theoretically. Moreover, lines of neutral magnesium are present in the solar spectrum and the corresponding Stark broadening parameters are of interest for their analysis as well as for the diagnostic of solar plasma. Especially the infrared lines of Mg I have been observed in the solar spectrum at Kitt Peak and during the Atmos experiment on Spacelab. Due to the fact that with the increase of the principal quantum number increases the importance of the Stark broadening as well, the corresponding Stark widths and shifts are of importance for the structure of solar atmosphere diagnostics. By using the semiclassical - perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized argon-impact line widths and shifts for 99 Mg I multiplets. We present and discuss the results for Mg I, along with a comparison with experimental data and other theoretical results.


The astrophysical interest of oxygen is obvious due to its high cosmical abundance and presence of its different ionization stages in stellar atmospheres. Stark broadening of O IV and O V spectral lines has been investigated several times theoretically and experimentally. In previous theoretical evaluations various approximate approaches have been used or the more sophisticated semiclassical calculations have been performed only for particular lines. This paper is the twelfth of a series devoted to the calculation of Stark broadening parameters of spectral lines of multicharged ions. We have calculated within the semiclassical - perturbation formalism, electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 5 O IV and 19 O V multiplets, in order to continue our research of multiply charged ion line Stark broadening parameters.

Data for 3s-3p and 3p-3d multiplets of O IV have been tabulated in Blagojević et al (1994) and have been compared with available experimental results as well as with simple theoretical estimates. This comparison shows good agreement between experimental and semiclassical values.

In order to provide to astrophYSicists the needed Stark broadening parameters, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III- impact line widths and shifts for 7 Al XI multiplets. The evaluation of Stark broadening parameters has been performed by using the semiclassical - perturbation formalism. Here, we discuss the obtained results as well as the Stark broadening parameter behaviour within the lithium isoelectronic sequence.


By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 25 C V multiplets, in order to continue our research of multiply , charged ion line Stark broadening parameters. We present and discuss here the obtained results and their astrophysical meaning.


The ionized magneziun lines are of particular astrophysical interest not only because of their presence in solar and stellar spectra and Mg abundance but also for the modelling of solar and stellar atmospheres, since Mg influence on the atmospheric electron density is important. Data of importance for such investigations are also electron - impact (Stark) broadening parameters, particularly important for transitions involving highly excited states, and for the considerations of subphotospheric layers.

By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for selected Mg II multiplets. We present and discuss here the obtained results and their astrophysical meaning. The comparison with experimental data and other calculations is made as well.


Within the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 29 Li II multiplets. Here, we present and discuss the results for Li II, along with a comparison with other theoretical results.

The agreement between present calculation and calculations of Jones et al is better at higher temperatures, when the inelastic contribution to the width dominates, than
at lower ones, when differences in cut-off procedure and the symmetrization influence
are more significant. Generally, the disagreement of present calculations with the
calculations of Griem is larger than for He I. When we have transitions involving
highly excited levels, when a close perturbing energy level exist (e.g. 5p), the Debye
screening (not explicitely taken into account by Jones et al, but the corresponding
correction is indicated) reduces present widths and shifts.
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Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-
impact line widths and shifts for 19 O V multiplets. The obtained results have been
discussed and analyzed.

Dimitrijević M. S., Sahal-Bréchot S., 1995, *STARK BROADENING PARAMETER

Due to the cosmical abundance of magnesium and its ionization potential value, Mg
II lines are present in solar and stellar spectra and the corresponding Stark broadening
data are of interest for their analysis. In order to provide to astrophysicists the needed
Stark broadening data, we have calculated within the semiclassical-perturbation formalism electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 52 Mg
II multiplets.

Our results are presented for perturber densities of $10^{16} - 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ and tempera-
tures $T = 5,000 - 150,000$ K.

Dimitrijević M. S., Sahal-Bréchot S., 1995, *STARK BROADENING PARAMETER

Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ion-
ized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 37 Li II multiplets as a function of
temperature and perturber density.

50, pp. 51-54.

Stark widths and shifts of P V spectral lines are of interest for the plasma diag-
nostic as well as for the research of regularities and systematic trends. Recently e.g.,
estimates of the Stark widths for P V 4s-4p and 4p-4d transitions have been performed
within a study on Stark broadening regularities within successive ionization stages of
phosphorus.

By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-,
proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for 51 P V multiplets, in order to
continue our research of multiply charged ion line Stark broadening parameters.

Estimates of the Stark widths for P V 4s-4p transitions obtained by using regu-
larities within successive ionization stages (Srečković et al. 1990), give for full width
a value of 0.14 Å for T=40000 K and an electron density of $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$. We obtain a full width of 0.17 Å at T = 50000 K what is an excellent agreement encouraging the use of regularities and systematic trends for predictions and interpolations of Stark broadening parameters.


Stark broadening of O IV spectral lines has been investigated several times theoretically and experimentally. In previous theoretical evaluations various approximate approaches have been used or the more sophisticated semiclassical calculations have been performed only for particular lines. We have calculated within the semiclassical - perturbation formalism, electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for and 19 O IV multiplets. Obtained results have been discussed as well.


Stark-broadening parameters for singly charged lithium lines are of interest for Stark broadening theory investigations since the He-like Li II spectrum is suitable for theoretical research. Stark broadening parameters for Li II lines have been investigated theoretically. They are of interest for the examination of regularities and systematic trends within He isoelectronic sequence as well.

By using the semiclassical-perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 29 Li II multiplets. Here, we present and discuss the results for Li II, along with a comparison with other theoretical results.


Line broadening data for spectral lines of carbon ions in different ionization stages are of particular astrophysical interest, since such lines are present in stellar atmospheres. For studies as e.g. numerical modelling of stellar plasma or abundance determinations, data on C V lines are of importance. Stark broadening parameters are needed especially for hot and dense stars. Our results for 25 C V multiplets, for perturber densities $10^{17}$ - $10^{22}$cm$^{-3}$ and temperatures T = 50,000 - 1,000,000K will be published elsewhere. Here the obtained results are discussed only.

Due to the cosmical abundance of magnesium and its ionization potential value, Mg II lines are present in solar and stellar spectra and the corresponding Stark broadening data are of interest for their analysis. In order to provide to astrophysicists the needed Stark broadening data, we have calculated within the semiclassical-perturbation formalism electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for 52 Mg II multiplets.


The infrared lines of Mg I have been observed in the Solar spectrum at Kitt Peak and during the Atmos experiment on Spacelab. Due to the suitability of these lines for the solar atmosphere investigations and to the fact that with the increase of the principal quantum number increases the importance of Stark broadening as well, the corresponding Stark widths and shifts are of importance for the structure of the Solar atmosphere research and solar plasma diagnostic. Stark broadening data for Mg I lines are also of interest for laboratory plasma research and have been investigated experimentally and theoretically several times.

Within the semiclassical-perturbation formalism we have analyzed electron-, proton-, Mg II-, Si II-, and Fe II-impact line broadening parameters for selected Mg I multiplets, in order to provide the needed Stark broadening parameters for investigation and modelling of Solar plasma.


Using a semiclassical approach, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and He III-impact line widths and shifts for for 25 C V and 51 P V multiplets as a function of temperature and perturber density.


The approximate semiclassical formula of Dimitrijević and Konjević for isolated neutral atom spectral lines has been applied to neutral helium lines. The disagreements with the more sophisticated full semiclassical calculations of Griem are within 20 per cents. It is demonstrated as well how one can introduce simple corrections in order to achieve even better agreement. With such corrections the largest disagreement is 2 per cents.

The approximate semiclassical formula of Dimitrijević and Konjević for isolated neutral atom spectral lines has been applied to neutral helium lines. The disagreements with the more sophisticated full semiclassical calculations of Griem are within 20 per cents. It is demonstrated as well how one can introduce simple corrections in order to achieve even better agreement. With such corrections the largest disagreement is 2 per cents.


We have applied the modified semiempirical approach for calculation of Stark line widths of several complex ions. Our results are compared with available experimental data. The average ratio of experimental and theoretical Stark widths is \( w_{exp}/w_{th} = 1.4 \pm 0.3 \).


Stark widths for four transitions of As III and three transitions of Se III are given.


Here we present Stark width for several Ge III and Ge IV spectral lines. For calculation the modified semiempirical approach has been used.

The analysis of high-resolution IUE spectra of RS CVn type stars HR 7275 and IM Peg is presented. The inverse method technique was applied to the MgII h chromospheric emission line, that shows the presence of interstellar absorption, in order to recover the intrinsic stellar line profile parameters.


In this paper we present inverse methods used for analysis of the spectral line shapes at Belgrade Observatory. A short description of the methods and some examples of application are given.

11.3. Atoms and Atomic collisional processes

11.3. Атоми и атомски сударни процеси


We show that for the study of recombination of ions and electrons in weakly ionized low temperature hydrogen plasmas, the processes $H + H^+ + e \rightarrow H + H^*(n)$ and $H_2^+ + e \rightarrow H + H^*(n)$ must both be considered since their contributions are comparable. A simple method for the calculation of the corresponding rate coefficients is presented.


Radiative recombination in symmetrical ion - atom collisions were considered using a semiclassical adiabatic model of collisions in low - temperature plasmas.

We investigate cases of Coulombic systems near the break-up threshold for which the Wannier model holds, but not Wannier theory. Making use of the classical trajectory method, we derive threshold laws for a model system of fractional charge \((Z = 0.25\ \text{a.u.})\) nucleus and electrons, and a real (though perhaps impractical) system of two beryllium nuclei and an antiproton. For the first system we find the threshold law of the form \(\exp(-\lambda/E^{1/2})\), where \(E\) is the total energy, and for the second one a number of characteristic features above the classical threshold have been obtained. Finally, we investigate numerically a realistic case of an electron and two beryllium nuclei and discuss some general features of the ionization probability above the classical threshold.

11.4. Laser produced and laboratory plasmas

11.4. Лазерски произведени и лабораторијске плазме


The influence of the radiative charge exchange and the radiative ion-atom recombination processes on the continuous emission from a low-temperature helium plasma has been investigated.


We show that the processes \(\text{He} + \text{He}^+ \rightarrow \text{He} + \text{He}^+ + h\nu\) and \(\text{He} + \text{He}^+ \rightarrow \text{He}_2^+ + h\nu\) must be treated as a source of continual electro-magnetic radiation from low-temperature plasma. Both reaction channels are treated separately and the corresponding total and partial spectral coefficients have been calculated for helium plasma at \(T \leq 3 \times 10^4\ \text{K}\). The obtained results have been also compared with the corresponding spectral densities for electron-ion scattering.


On the basis of the semi-classical theory, the influence of \(\text{He} + \text{He}^+ + e\) and \(\text{He}_2^+ + e\) recombination processes on the population of \(\text{He}^+(n)\) atoms in helium plasma was considered and the corresponding rate coefficient were determined. These processes were compared with the electron - electron - ion recombination processes in the case of non-equilibrium helium plasma. It was shown the significant role of the considered processes and demonstrated the necessity to take them into account for the low-temperature plasma modeling. It was pointed out particularly that the influence of the recombination processes, in some cases, may have even dominant role.

We show that for the study of emission from weakly ionized low temperature hydrogen plasmas, the processes

\[ A + A^+ \rightarrow A_2^+ + \hbar \omega \]  

\[ A + A^+ \rightarrow \begin{cases} A + A^+ \\ A^+ + A \end{cases} + \hbar \omega \]  

(where \( A \) denotes a neutral atom in ground state, and \( A^+ \) and \( A_2^+ \) atomic and molecular ions) must be treated as a source of continual e-m radiation from stellar plasma. Both reaction channels are treated separately and the corresponding total and separate spectral intensities are determined for hydrogen plasma at \( T \leq 10^4 \)K. The obtained results have been also compared with the corresponding spectral intensities for electron-ion bremsstrahlung and electron-ion photoionization.


We show that the processes \( \text{He} + \text{He}^+ \rightarrow \text{He} + \text{He}^+ + h\nu \) and \( \text{He} + \text{He}^+ \rightarrow \text{He}_2^+ + h\nu \) must be treated as a source of continual electro-magnetic radiation from low temperature plasma. Both reaction channels are treated separately and the corresponding total and partial spectral coefficients have been calculated for helium plasma. The obtained results have been also compared with the corresponding spectral densities for electron-atom and electron-ion scattering.

The presented results show that in the case of helium plasma one must particularly be careful concerning the continuous EM-radiation spectrum nature. Namely, from our results follows that at typical values of electron and atom component ratio in helium plasma, the investigated radiation processes might be of importance for the determination of the character of spontaneous EM-radiation spectrum.

Besides the interest for laboratory plasma, our results are of interest for research of different types of helium rich stars, particularly those where hydrogen is burnt up and as e.g. for DB white dwarfs.


Radiative recombination and radiative charge exchange in symmetrical \( \text{He}^+ + \text{He} \) collisions are considered using a semiclassical adiabatic model of collisions in low -
temperature plasmas. The reaction channels are assumed to be uncoupled and the corresponding total and partial spectral coefficients for the spontaneous continuous electromagnetic emission are calculated for helium plasma temperatures below \(3 \times 10^4\) K. The results are compared with the similar spectral densities for electron - ion and electron - atom scattering. It is found that in a wide range of physical conditions radiative processes involving ion - atom collisions should be taken into account in the analysis of the continuum radiation from helium plasmas.


The contribution of radiative charge exchange and radiative association in symmetrical ion - atom collisions to continuous EM radiation from weakly ionized gaseous plasmas has been considered within the semiclassical adiabatic theory. The differential cross sections for spontaneous photon emission and the general expressions for the spectral coefficients of emission and absorption are given. The hydrogen and helium plasmas that are representative of two different optical types of gaseous medium have been studied in a broad range of \(T\) and \(\lambda\), \(4000 \leq T(\text{K}) \leq 20000\) and \(200 \leq \lambda(\text{nm}) \leq 1000\). The domain of \(T\) and \(\lambda\), where ion - atom collisions contribute significantly to continuous plasma spectra, has been established. The case of weakly ionized alkali metal plasmas of Li and Na has been studied in the same interval of \(\lambda\) but at lower temperatures, \(1500 \leq T(\text{K}) \leq 3500\). The relevance of the results to the studies of laboratory plasmas is discussed.


The contribution of radiative charge exchange and radiative association in symmetrical ion - atom collisions to continuous EM radiation from weakly ionized gaseous plasmas has been considered within the semiclassical adiabatic theory. The differential cross sections for spontaneous photon emission and the general expressions for the spectral coefficients of emission and absorption are given. The hydrogen and helium plasmas have been studied as well as the case of weakly ionized alkali metal plasmas of Li and Na. The relevance of the results to the studies of laboratory plasmas is discussed.

On the basis of a semi-classical theory, the rate coefficients of collisional $H - H^*(n)$ recombination during electron scattering on $H - H^+$ complexes and $H_2^+$ ions were determined in this paper. The calculations were carried out in the case of non-equilibrium hydrogen plasma, in function of atomic temperature $T_a$ and electronic temperature $T_e$, with the principal quantum number $4 \leq n \leq 10$. 
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